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IVOL. XII.— NO.

Mai

HOLLAND,

2.

ITAN PUTTBN, W*., Dealer In

PdUanMSitg |e«j?.
AWEB^LTnWSPAFER.

'be

Drtga, Modi-

'

Toys, CoBns, Picture Frames,

etc. :

River street.

•sssral Bsalsrt.

BdUorMdPrtiUfur.

...

Buttcr.JP lb.. ••»•••••• •.«•••

®
........ ®
# ^@

23

Onions. W bnihels ................

»

POUktOtfl«9 bushc4eesssets sse*

b0

The following hill* were prevented for payment:
D, Blaytvr, ringing bell ........... .......... $12 50
Mr. LeenhuU.draylng woodto cRvpaor... 210

A .........

.....

talc. ThI. Ito.

A SONS., General Dealers
(Corrected every Thursday by W. H. Beach.)
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc.; River street Buckwheat, f bushel .............

at six months.

the

.

—Allowedand warrante orderedliiued on the
City Tremurer tor the several amount#.

On motion of Aid. Kramer the Oonnctl went
into committee of the whole. Aid. Ter Vroe in
the chair. After rome time spent In the committee of the whale the committee aroee and reported that they had had trader consideration "an
ordinance, relativeto skating on the sidewalksat
Eighth and River streets, to flying kites oo Eighth.
River, and FUh street*,lo the u*e of velocipede*
end bicycle* on th* etdewatk* of Eighth and Hlvar
streeU, to the lumping and climbing on to can at
the depots, and moving to and from the depots,
sod on to sleighs,wagon* and other vehicles In
Siddifn^Vioo't.'
the streeU and alleysof the City ol Holisnd, sad
Oats,® bushel ......................
to tha throwing snow-ball* or other mlMiloe at
Pearl Barley, p 100 A ...............
team*, or persdos, In sleighs and other vlblcles
Rye P bush.
attachedto teams. Standingor moving on the
Tin
mothy Seed, P bushel ..........
streeU in the city of Holland,’'and'Ucommeoded
Wheat, whits p bushe, ............
that the same "Do PsM.M-R«portadopted and
.............
the ordinance placed on lu third reading.
Lancaster Red, P bushel. .. .
The ordinancewm read a third time and pMsed,
a majority of all the aldermen elect voting therefore by yeMand najess follows,to-witi Yvm:
Ter Vree, Williams, Winter. Kramer, and KutU.
Nays: Noue. Yew. 5, Nays, 0.
Council Adjourned.
THAT HACKING COUGH c^n be so quickly
GEO. H. 8IPP, CUv CUrk.
cured by Shiloh's Cure. We guaranteeIt. Sold
by D. R. Meengs.

Bran, ft 100 As ....................
Barley, fl°0
..................
Clover seed, P A .................
/“1ITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Corn Meal f 100 As ..............
prietors.The only llrsr-claseHotel In the Corn, shelled p bushel ............
city. Is located In the business ceuter of the town, Flour, p brl ......................
and has one of the largest and beet sample rooms Fine Cora Meal P 100 As .........
in the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland,

A

IlWU.

paid at three months, and $S.OO if

and

Reading of the minutee fllrpcneedwith
regular order of bMlneee impended.

..................... **

V

$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if

Clerk.

®

5***’
Honey, P

YTAN PUTTBN Q„

Taras sf BaWoriptioM:

paid

W
75
ft

Mich., Fsbraarj14, ten.

Comnen Cnonell net In ipeclsl swalon,
wm cattedto order by the Mayor.

The

(Correctedevery Thursday by B. J. Harriagton.) and
Member* prevent: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Ter
Apples,V bushsl................$
90
Beans, f bushel ........... ..... 1
2 90 Vice. Wtlliame,Winter, Kramer, Knlte, and the

fartlltrs.

VfEYBK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
If 1 kinds of Parnltnre, Cnrtalns,Wall Paper,

ROGERS.

(tanoa Cornell.
Holuid,

Protnoi.Stc.

OFFICB: VAN LAND BQBND’8 BLOCK.

H.

WHOLE

1883.

h'

- - MICHIGAN.

WILLIAM

17,

(official.)

0ur §toket*.

clnei, Paints, Oils, etc.; PropristorofDr.
W.VanDnK Bnne'sPamlly Medicines;River 8t.

PUBLISHED KVERT SATURDAY AT

[HOLLAND,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MIOH.,

'

FSIMTINB Proiptlr aii Nsatlr Eiecutel

101

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mich.

T>H(ENIX HOTEL.

A

MHy

Ryder A Coffee, proprietors.

One iqture of t«n llnefl,(nonpareil,)75 cents for
Loeatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot
firit insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent has good facilities for the traveilnc public,and Its
insertionfor any period nnder three mouths.
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodation of guests. Holland, Mich.
3 l.

6 X.

............... 350
.................. 5 00
................ 8 00
M Column ................. 10 00
.................. 17 00
................. 25 00

“
“

2
8

1 T.

500
800

Square ..

I

JO
17
15
40

M "
1
"

800
to

00 17
00
00
00

25

40
85

00
00
00
00
00

OOOTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

O

Fish

strs.,

convenient to both depots. Terms,

Mich.

$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
Llvirvaid fell lubln.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three JD andbarnouMarketstreet.Everythingflrstlines, $100 per annum,
class.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
, shed whitont charge for subscribers.
OAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. £1 stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al^ An X before the Subscriber's name-willdonote ways be relied on. On FUh street, near Scott's
80-tf
le expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sigifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1 PUTC! D A DVD tn*yb«foaD<louflleetGeo. if Ninth street, near Market.
,
Rowell A Co’s NewsBiat Barksti.
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
' advertisingcontracts may be made for it in NEW
• YORK.
TT'UITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

OOONE

.

.

Hold.

ImorArAap.

fail
Wat

OMoago k

to

Mix- Ni’l
ed. Bxp.

p.ra. a. m. a. m.
ip.m. a. m. a. m.
tioao 920 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 800 5 15
/ 10 40 10 05 12 06 Boat Saugatnck
10 55 10 25 12 20 ....Richmond.

8LEBLPESSNIGHTS, made miserable bv that
terriblecough. Shiloh’s Care Is the remedy for
you. Sold ^y D. R. Meengs.

CATARRH CURED, health and sweei breath
secured by Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

3 05 7 30

2 55 7 15 4 45

12 00 12 05 1 55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 5 50 3 55

12 25 12 50 1 10

200

B. dealer In Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.

YinLHB'

H- Manufacturerof Wooden, sad
v
Iron and Wood combination Pomps. Cor10th and River streeU.
p-

325

2 30 .BentonHarbor.12 50 3 15 2 10
45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

3 30 5 15 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

WHOOPING COUGH

CROUP,

and

Bronchitis

immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’sCure. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.

v

Smoke Improved Punch, a Five Cent
DR. WM. VAN PUTTEN,

Cigar.

XoUrr Publici.

qTEGENGA, A.

P., Jnstice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

45-8w.

Local Agent.

O

Michigan.

5 15 8 85

2 05 8 40

per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

rAN RAALTE,

500

..

1 50

of Plugftr Mills; ( Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Holland.

Mall.

TOWMi.

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitalixer is guaranteed to
cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

SHILOH’S VITALIZBR is what you need for
CO., Proprietors Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizsinessand
Saw and Flour all symptonsof Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents

VAN PUTTEN A

MT

From Chicago
to

Nl’t MixMall.
Bxp. ed.

13AUEL8,

1882.

12,

Chicago.

Additional ^otal

V

Miohigan Railway.

From Holland

•*

FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shitoh’s
Porons Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
VAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Meengs.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
and twine; 8th street.
sold by us on a guarantee. It cures coasumption.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Xmfaotorisi,BUli, Sbopi, Ito.

|M.

Taking Effect, Sunday Nov.

red

9-1 y

The

Phyiicl&ai.

DEBT,

R.

B.,

An Explanation.
delicate flowery

and

lasting fra-

grance ol Florcston Cologne explain why

Physicianand Surgeon, can be

AJ

it is

such

a favorite with the ladies.

found in bis office, on River street, next door
to D. K. Meengs, drug store.

Why

Should They.

(/REMEKS, H., Physician and

Snrgeon. RestIV dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- No man or woman can do satisfactory
7 30 • • . * 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 900
9 10
kelntrecl.Office one door west of Van Raalle's work when the brain is dull, the nerves
a. m. p. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p. m.
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. in. to
On Saturday night the Night express nor th runs 12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
unsteady, the eystem relaxed and they feel
f earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving
arrli
at
Holland 2:2J Sunday morning.;
OUHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon; generaly wretched. Why should anybody
office at the drug store of SchepersA i'diipdrag through their work in this condition,
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
borst; is prepared at all limes, day or night, lo
attend
to
••calls.”
when a bottle of Parkers Ginger Tonic
From Holland to
From Grd. Rapids
Grand Rapids.
to Holland.
QCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher. will at moderate cost give them the
a m. a.m. p. m.
a. m. *m. p.m.
Office over the bool and shoe store of W. strength and will to perform thei. duties
J 5 20 *8 15 3 25 ...Holland ..... 11 45 9 10 now

m.

O
O

KJaasen, on River

Street.

_

40 ly.

5 85 8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55

ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
ivl office at OraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,

5 57 9 20 3 52 ..Hudsonvlhe... 11 15 7 40 9 25

Mich. Office hours from

6 15 9 55 4 05 ....Grandvllle...11 00 7 10 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45
a.

m.

a. in. p.

m.

a.

35 8 45

fl

m.

a.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

r

From Holland to
' Muskegon.
a. m. pi m. a. m.

to Hollan

t5 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland. ...
6 00

p.ra. a.m. p.m.
3 25 10 45 t9 40

12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05
12 20 ....Bushklll ....
12

685

20

9

i....

4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40

6 50 4

‘A)

5
10 8 40

12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35

7 25 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 00 8 15 8 00
Ql.

p.m.

p.

m.

to

p.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland
a.

m.

p.

*10 45

From Allegan to
Holland.

m.

a.m. p. m.
11 45 •5 45

3 25

11 25

8 49

11

25

5 10

85

4 00

11

07

4 55

ft 00

4 15

10 53

4 15

12 45

p.m.

4 40 ........Allegan .......
p.

m.

• Mixed

10 30
a.

m.

trains. ^

3 80
p.

m.

t Runs dally, all other trains dtily except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

I
lusittwsi Huertonj.
Attoraiyi.

TTOWARD.M. D.,

£1

Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Notary Pnblic: Riverstreet.

IfOBRIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Uw,
JM. L**p pig's Block, Grynd Rapids, Michigan.

to.

Bosinesaln Kent, Ottawa an^ ^AUegan Connties
be promptly attended
9-ly

will

Conaii fin

MmUit.

’OBACH, W. H. Commission

D

J_£I6GINS, B.

Bn|t ul BedUUM.

TVJB8BURG, J.O.

Dealer In Drags and Medicines, Paints and oils. Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptions carefully pat np. Eighth at.

MJ

VfBENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Medv£ Iclnes.Fancy Goods.ToiletArticles and Per-

a.

the

Important to

26-l.y,

Photographer,Gal-

Coffee

Drinkers.

We beg again to call the attentionof our
many friends and patrons to our roasted
coffees, which have gained such wide-

We

D

&

Mich.

•

readers.— fa).]

Cord.
To

to.TntfdiW.
Special inducementsare offeted you
the Burlington

Route.

It will pay you to

read their itivertisement to be

where

io tqs

by and

found else

Issue.

all

who

are suffering from the errors

indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak-

ness, early decay, loss of

manhood,

I will send fT recipe tfaajf will cure you,

52— ly free of charge. This great remedy was

discovered by a missionary in South
Work, in the Holland America. Send a self-addressedenvelope
and English language, neatly and prompt to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
ly executed it this office.
D, New York
28-ly
of Job

City.

1. This is a Hoilandbth community, and
this city la the capital of a "Holland
Colony.” Sooner or hdev, prudently and
wleely or otberwUe; whh good results or
with too lad en edmlxinreof evil, this
population Is to be aieimuleledto American institutions, socially end ecclesiastically. No' truth Was more firmly fixed than
this In the mind tif Dr. Van Raalte; and
hence among other thlnge the early origin
of Hope Church. Hks keen tonight la already manifest sod will be mure plainly
teen as the yean roll by. This church la
to be e choeen link, e means of tellowiblp

and onion

between peoples of dlvene
tongue and feeling, hut of a common faith.
A part of your office will be to oomponod
lucerne for
incense
tor this golden alter. Make
Mi
American Christianityao loyal to truth leo
lull of Christ and his gospel, and yet SO
genial, and inviting, and. loving, that
that the
middle wall must crumble to pieces. As
Paul would know neither Greek, barbarian, Scythian, bond, nor free, so we long
to find the East and the West; the bearen
of the cross from beyond the sea and those
who ibare the "blessed burden" In thia
good land, united aa one, in heart, to the

.

„

;

glory of divine grace.
2. Holland ia to be a city, not merely of
churchea and church members, but of

high moral Idea end movement!. The
foundationbaa been laid, but ataal no fitting superstructure, with the good stamp
of heaven on its stones and pillars, ii
visible. I cannot pause to express Just
CHARGE TO THE PASTOR.
what I mean, but this whole audience must
At the IniUiUtlon of Rtv. Thoau Walkir be painfully aware that Holland la ffbt the
Jona, ortr Hop# Riformtd Church ' moral force and power she ought to be, and
never will be unltl her Christian people
HoUui Mioh. Feb. lit. 1883. .(
rise up for God and Cbrlat, not on a low
by Rrr. Ohai. Scott, D. D.
plane, but on the heights of chriitlike
sacrifice. It will be lor you, in your posiBeloved brotherin the gospel of Christ:
tion, to lift up your voice in this behalf,
With tlib first pastor of this Ohurch, the with a sound that cannot be mistaken.
Rev. Abel T. Stewnrt, I w»s on terms of
8. The western school of the Reformed
intimacy and friendship from the days of
Church is on yonder bill, and the pyayera
our association at College. During the and yearnings and benefactions,and
twelve years of his ministry hero, the tie
children of many, very many, have been
became closer and stronger, for we often and are towards that College of "Hope."
took count#, together, not merely on mat- If tbit city did but its duty; If even the
ters of private or social concern, but es
Christian people of this city could awake
pecially on things pertaining to the con- to the opportunitywhich God has given
gregation, and to the general interestsof to them, that school would even now, be
God's Kingdom. It was in my heart to beyond their fondest anticipations. The
be a sincere helper in our Zion. 1 think pastor* of Hope Church hate recognized
1

I learned to feel a double and almost equal
the close connection between the college
sympathy, on the one band with the pas- and all the beat interests of Zion or of the
tor, as a friend and brother embassador for
community, and w# wish to he assured,
Ghrist, and on the other band wi'h the
as we are assured, that you will delight to
people, because I sat in the pews with join In all efforts for the usefulness aud
them, and we bad mutual responsibilities success of the Institution.
before the Lord. There are other minis4. Almost fifty years ago the Reformed
ters, and probably will be in this flock,
Church began missionaryefforts In the
and 1 can best give our position in com- great West. Some of these have sucmon, by repeatingin substance this ex- ceeded, and just os many have failed. Of
pression of Mr. Stewnrt, a year or two be- late mission energy and activity seem to
fore his death: "I bad come," he said, "to have ceased. Since the death of Dr. Van
fear, perhaps to dread, the residence of Raalte,!cau scarcely recall one Id IheWest,
glergymen in my congregation, but now who has bestowed any special anxiety sod
after the experience of years, I feel that care upon the scattered and wandering
this very thing has been a great favor for sheep of Christ's fold. As you have, by
me; they have been among the kindest your very nature, a missionaryspirit, may
and most considerate of my hearers; have it not be in your power to revive in some
ever cheered me in my work; and have measure (he former zeal for chu(ch exlen
been most valuable in their co-operation sion which prevade our western classes
with the people." I trust my brother, that and Synod?
your experience will be found in pleasant
Here, my brother, I must stop. It gives
accord with his.
me grest pleasure to welcome you to this
With the second pastor of this Church, charge and to express my confidence in
Rev. Daniel Van Pelt, mv relations be you and in your success as a pastor. You
came peculiar. Natural affection,ns well have undertaken an arduous work, but
as love fur the dear Master, could only that Jehovah, who biings strength out of
lead me to wish him and bid him "God weakness, who so glorifies " earthen
speed’’ in his labors. I allude to this tor vessels," has spanned with promises
a two-fold purpose; first, that it may be over you aud your sacred office. The
seen bow my heart has become, as it were, course that begins and goes on in
bound lo the occupant of this pulpit, and grace, must end us the " mighty power of

spread popuiarity throughout the country secondly, that I may here publicly declare
during the past year.
claim that that whatever counsels I have ever given
laREVMAN.UlTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and (price considered) they cannot be excelled to pastor or church have been In Christian
dialer In Fancy. Goods; Comer of Market
love, and according to the best wisdom
in Quality, Flavor or Uniformity, and we
and Eighth Street.
God, is his grace, has given me: never
warrant them absolutely pure. E. Lever- to cause a stumbling block. You now
YX7YKUUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches.Clocks,
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and ing
Co. Importers, Jobbers and succeed to my high regard and my prayers
Cedar itreeis, Holland,
24-ly.
that God may give you great joy and
Roasters of Coffee, Baltimore, Md.
abundant sheaves of blessing from this
P. S. Bear in mind that our goods are
new harvest field.
not glazed, colored, or adulteratedin any
Nor is it simply because you are the
way, shape, or form, which process is al- pastor of Hope Church, and the successor
ways against the interest of the consumer. of those whom I have mentioned.For 11
I. 0. &0.F.years I labored side by side, in the Classis
Hollairi City Lodge. No. IW.lndependentOrder
of Orange, with your now sainted father,
Rabbit hunting by moonlight is now a
of Odd Bellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
and we learned much of the tender bond
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mioh., on Tuesday Evening fashionable sport in various parts of Illiin which Christ unites bis servants. He
of eaeh week
nois.
was "a good man and full of the Holy
Vislticgbrothers arecordisllyinviled
.
M. Uajuumgton, N.G.
Ghost." My pastorial inexperience wen:
Wnxiisi Buna artel, K. 8.
How to win Baek a Recreant Lover. 1
to him in confidence,and he on special
Claudia.— No, Claudia,we cannot re occasions, would send for me to labor with
F- U A. X.
him in the preachingof the word. Tidcommend any sure way of winning back
ARioDLARCommonicatlon of Unity Lodgi.
ings of his death brought unexpected grief
No. 191, F. & A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hell your recreantlover unless you confide to in my western home. On three or four
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,Feb.
us the secret of your separation. You in- occasions I had opportunity to note yonr
21, at 7 t’flock, sharp.
O. Bbeymam,W. M.
timate that he was about to propose mar. own careful preparationfor the aacred
D.L. Botd.Ssc’v.
ministry, and when the Matter called you
riage, but tbere you stop. Tell us all.
to preach, and placed you in that hard
Perhaps the sight of those horrid pimples field upon the Mohawk, It gave me siocere
Old Berkshire Mills, )
on your face disheartenedhim. If so all pleasure, from year to year.that the son of
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882. j
David A. Jones, was so blessed in the
Mr. Pder Lawler has been a resident of is not yet lost for Swayne's Ointment for ministry of reconciliation; and that what
this town for the past seventeen years, and skin diseases will speedily restore your
had been as a wilderness, pat on the bloom
in our eubloy for fifteen, and in all these beauty and with it your lost lover.
and sent forth the spice of a fruitful garyears be (as been a good and respected
den.
citinyiof the town and community. He
I am now prepared to administer the
It, is expected that I shall give you a
has bad adme chronic disease to our knowlperfectly safe anesthetic, vitalixedair or ebage to night bearing upon yoar fatune
edge for Molt of the time, but uow claims,
work. . In a general tense, I cannot, and
gas, by meant of which, the otherwise
to be, anqis, in apparent good health.
I will hot undertake the duty. Our expainful operation of extractingteeth, be- perience each of ns in an active ministry of
Chas. O. •Browns, Pres’t.
comes
perfectly painless.
15 years has run along lines ao similar,and
[The wthderfulcase referred to above
our methods aeem to have had so much in
B.
J.
DE
VRIES,
Dental
Surgeon.
is publishtd in another column and will
common, that I can hardly venture upon
Office over B. Wynhoff’s store.
prove of gieat value to thousands Of our
words of caution or advice. Moreover,
Watchii and Jivilry.

All kind

fimeries. River! trset.

P.

Merchant, and

dealer In Grain, Floor and Prod nee. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor Eighty A FUh streets, HolUod, Mich. 17

12 to 2 p.

Pfcttsgrapliir.

m. p.m.

On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves
Holland 2:30 and arrives in Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

satisfactorily.—

Yff

NO. 571.

God."
The World’i Cyclopediaof Biography.
Cyclopedias of Biography are usually

made up

of an alphabetical list, with brief

sketches, principally of the names of people of

whom

your

pleasure, nor

would add greatly neither to

your meutai

wealth.

•‘The World'* Cyclopediaof Biography,"
now publishing, is upon a differentplan.
It cootaini only the stories of the Uvea

of the famous men aud women who
have made the world's history; who are
worth knowing, and who are written
about by authors often equally eminent,in
the field of literature,with the subjects
whom they describe. Each volume is
complete in itself, so that if you do not
want, or cauoot afford,all, you can lake
what best pleases, or is of most worth to
you. The five volumes thus far issued
narrate the achievements of nearly two
hundred of the most famous and worthy of
the world's heroes. Volume IV, recently
published, a yery handsome large )2mn.,
really

of about 720 pages, for the price of 70 cts.

new and excellent"Life of
Washington;"a reprint of the standard
and thrilling Weems' "Life of General
Marion,” and a new "Life of Cmver Cromwell" by the brilliant writer, ft Paxton,

contains a

Hood.

To

illuatrate the remarkable
coat, compared with previous
publications: the present importing price
of the Life of CrofowellIs $8— here, in
equally good type, handsomelyprinted,
with two other important works thrown In
it costs only 70 ceuta; even beyond this, aa
• means of most widely and effectual ly advertisingthe biographies! aeries, the publisher will send, postpaid, a paper-bound
edition of tbeHood'a "Ufa of Cromwell, V
to any address, oo receipt of 10 cento, and
then, If the purchaser desires lo secure the
bound volume, will credit 15 cento toward
the price of the tame. It will be itrange
If such books, at such prices, do not find
their* way into almost every borne. "Biography is the moat universallypleasant,
universally profitableof ell reeding." well
said Thomas Carlyle. How indeed, can
the borne* of “fiction" be compared In interest with these heroes of all time,. Wash-

economy io

you are fresh from the contest for aoula,
and l have, for 16 Years, been busied in
other directions.Nor can I forget that
what I shrank from, and declined to undertake, when I was once called to Fonda,
you entered upon with courage and faith
end prosecuted with eminent tdccea.
Henoe, as I said, I ahall omit the formality of an ordinanr charge. The Lord be
thy guide, as he has been to this day.
Tbere are, however, four special aspecia
of your ministry in this city, which I may, ington and Cromwell? John B. Alden.
with propriety present:
Publisher, 18 Vessey Street,New York.

William

E.

Dodge, one of the

fore-

license

most citizens of New York, died of heart dis-

{Wi.

license

enae. In 18ol he commenced the importation of metals, und^prospereduntil he became one of the largest owners of timber
lands In the United States, and was extensively engaged in the developmentof coal
and *' Iron mines
mines. For half a
a century

where spirits are retailed and a #125
where beer and wine only are sold.

The license, or “assessment,”as it is termed,
is to be paid into the county treasury for the
benefit of the poor fund, and is made a lien
on thd premises in which the business is conducted. Double assessmentIs the penalty
for making a false return, and. there are

TAREFF TALI.
Spirited Discussion in the Lower
of Congress.

B

House art For once the carping critics 7
Chicago press are completely disf

M V

I

t

They

ore forced to admit that no ta
be found in the work of the artiste-h
is absolutely perfect— anti hence tfl I

*
House of Representatives at Washington, on Monday, leb. 5: Mr. Kelley do nothing but praise. Th«P
OctoHy criticising her reriditionof
HOLLAND CITI. MICHIGAN.
penalties for non-payment when due moved to suspend the rules and adopt the says: “She lias reached that per ft
labored earnestly
the and for - selling to minors, intoxicated following resolution:
art where methods ore lost to vie
cause of temperance;he upheld Moody and persons,
known drunkards... That on the 12th of February, qr on any harmony of the ensemble.” The *
Sankey for years, sent hundreds of young Gov. Pattison, of Pennsylvania, in a special
e whole says : “From first to last it might p )
men into the ministry,and recently donated message to the Legislature,calls attention day thereafter,the committeeof tin
on the state of the Union, having considera- most hypercriticalto discover a 11
a building for a female inebriate asy- to the necessityof revoking unused charters
exquisitelyharmonioustones and r
XLVIITH CONGRESS.
lum. He leaves a widow and seven sons, and which are being hawked about the United tion of the House Tariff bill, is hereby em- skillful contrastof delicateshades <
powered to order the bill and amendment
Both houses of Congress were engaged his estate la valUed at #15,000,000.
States, as was the Credit-Mobilierfranchise.*
thereto to the House for its action, with emotion and sentiment Surely the
upon the tariffon the 6th Inst, thongh very
.The House Committee bn Election Laws, such recommendations as may be deter- tion of gavety hiding a broken htl
In New York a new scarf-pin called
of the MassachusettsLegislature,reported
little progress was made. In the Senate,the
magnificent art with which an assu]
“The Freddie” is creating much amusement in favor of the poll-taxos a qualificationfor mined upon by the majority of the votes of
amendmentof Mr. Beck extending the duty of
said committee, and on Feb. 42a motion of lightheartedness ia yet made tc
It is composed of a little gold donkey draw- voting.
10 cents per pound laid by the bill upon “wools
made in the committee of the whole to suggest the presence of a terrible hea\
of the firetclass, the value whereof at the last ing a cart containing a dictionary and an
Gov. Butler recommended that elec- rise and report the bill to the House shall and tragedy beneath, was never por#
the
United
port or place whence exported to
English grammar. .MarshallJewell died at
with greater fidelityto nature and a'
take precedence of a motion to amend.
States, excludingcharges in such port, shall bo Hartford, Ct, of brohehial pneumonia,aged tion-day in Massachusetts be made a legal
sense of the highestrequirementsand
The motion was seconded, 120 to 8U
30 cents per pound or less," to such wools
holiday,and that the sale of liquor be proMr. Kelley said the country expected this tations of art!”
v&lucd
cents or less per pouiidf w&s sjrrocdto 57. He spent his early years as a tanner and
—vets 25, nays 24. Two or three other amendraeata in constructing telegraph lines in the South- hibitedon that occasion. The House killed Congress to revise the revenue system, and
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
were offered,debated, and lost In the House, west He was twice Governor of Connecticut, the propositionby a vote of 129 to 82 — The to reduce the excessive surplus income.
Mr. Tucker moved to reduce the duty on the was Ministerto Russia,Postmaster General,
Iowa
Prohibitionistsvoted, at their State The tactics which had delayed the Internal
cost of polished plate glass, undelivered, above and at his death held the Chairmanshipof
Revenue bill until near the close of the last
The Bay State Iron Company,]
24x90 inches square and not exceeding 64x60 the Republican National Committee. He conventionin Des Moines, to demand that
the Governorcall a special session of the session, and had forced down its proportions,
inches, from 25 to 16 cents per square foot. This,
leaves a mother, wife and two daughters.
Boston
has suspended.Its liabilities
Legislatureto re-enact the Prohibitory law. were now being resorted to in connection
together with various other amendments offered
.Charles R. Thorne, the actor, died sudwith the pending Tariff bill If the House placed at #750,000, but the plant is wiSlh
by Mr. Tucker, was lost The consideration
of
. .The West Virginia Senate rejected the
the metal schedule was entered upon. denly in New York, at the age of 4:1.
proposal to submit a prohibitiveamendment was to pass the Tariff bill it must have pow- $1, 000, (XX).... Snow fell in the vicinity
Mr. Kelley, under Instruction from his
er to escape from the distinguishedleaderto a vote of the people.
Barre. Vt, to the depth of three feet on 1
THE
WEST.
committee, moved to increasefrqm 50 to 75
of the other side— no legitimateleaderA water famine also prevails in tl
12.
Gov. Bate’s message to' the ship
cents per ton the doty on iron ore, including
Three men— E. R. Duty, Thomas
ship* not the leadership of distinguished section ...A gasoline explosion caused
mancaniferonsiron ore, also the dross or residgentlemen
who
represented
that
side
on
Tennessee
legislature
is
confined
almost
destruction of 8. Blaisdeu, Jr., k Co. s k
uum from burnt pyrites. Pending action on Mr. Booth . and Jack Williams— were killed at
entirely to the State-debtquestion. He the Committee of Ways and Means, but ting mill near Amsterdam, N. Y., causin
Kelley'smotion, public business was suspended Rabbit Ear mountains, in Middle Park, Col
that leadership which proposed amendand appropriateresolutions upon the life and
loss of #50,000.
public service of the late Representatives
Upde- by a snow-slideon the mountains. The men suggests that the State debt proper, leas war ments to that which no man on the
The 150th anniversary of the sett
graff, of Ohio, and Hawk, of Illinois,were were at supper in a cabin, when the snow- interest,oe paid in full, at the original floor wanted amendments,which called
adopted and eulogies upon the deceasedwere slide struck the shantv and swept it and Interest,and that the contingent indebted- for divisions and tellers,, and which, unhap- ment of Georgia by Gen. James Oglethor
delivered. Similar memorial services were gone them to destruction. In the cabin with the ness be settled at 50 cents on the dollar for pily, found support enough to obtain themthrough in the Senate.
three men was Mike Flynn, who was rescued principaland interest, with interest at 3 per that leadership (referring to Mr. Wheeler, of was celebrated at Savannah, Ga , Feb.
Mr. Lamab, of Mississippi, delivered n pre- alive after being buried eighteen hours un- cent
Alabama)which would have rallied the cot- The militaryparade was witnessed by 50.
ton States in favor of putting cotton-seed persons, and Gov. Hopkins delivered an
GENERAL.
pared speech upon the tariff question in the Sen- der the enow, but probably flKallv injured
.The gross receipts for two performances
ate on the 7th inst, taking strong free-trade
John G. Buchan Hepburn, son of an oil on the free list; that leadership (referring dross.
of Patti
[•atti in Cincinnatiwere over #125,000.
#125,1
to Mr. Springer) which on a joke mistook a
The Judiciary Committee of t
ground. The keynote of the speech was the unof American ceramic art os a cusnatural and abnormal development of the powA bemi-annual dividend of 4 per English Baronet, was murdered by miners at specimen
Senate
has agreed to report in favor
pidor,
and
lectured
the
House
on
the
extravlinos Altos, Mexico, and on the ensuing day
er of the manufacturinginterests. He said that
agance of American workingmen in provid- paying George W. P. C. Lee 8150,000
protection meant high taxes. He wanted the cent has been declared by the Chicago and five of the criminals were tried and shot
people to have the matter explained to them Alton road, payable March 1 — The Hamline
ing themselveswith such costly spittoons.
Most, the Socialist, Hartman, the The House must escape from that leadership 1,100 acres comprised in the Arlington
clearlythroughoutthe breadth of the land. There University building, located between St
now a nation
was a demand for the reduction of taxes. He Paul and Minneapolis, took fire in the roof Nihilist,and members of the International and bring the bill under the control of Its tale, near Washington,
cemetery.
wanted Congressto say to the country: “If you the other morning and was slowly consumed.
Bociety of New York, have held severalcon- friends.
want protectionyou must consentto pay the
The Senate spent the whole day, and
cost of maintainingthat system, All the students escajjed, and the contents of ferences at Philadelphia,touching the coro- Mr. Morrison said one paramount duty of
good
part of the night, on the 12th inst.,
Congress
was
to
revise
the
tariff,
and
so
rethe
structure
were
nearly
all
saved.
The
and scorn the allurement
low
taxes
cheap foreign goods;" building was of stone and brick, five stories nation of the Czar. Hartman is credited vise it as to reduce taxation. This the bill cussing the MorrillTariff bill. Much of
likened the power of the manufacturers to that in height, and cost #55,000. It will be re- with saying that the coronation would be
prevented. The bill was to deprive the Gov- time was consumed in fighting over again
of the slave j>ower before the war.. The latter placed this year by an edifice costing #100,- prevented ____ The Royal OjKira House at To- ernment of revenue by increasingtaxation, pig-iron battle. The immediate bone of conb
fell with a crash because its supporterswere
ronto, Ontario,was totally destroyed by tire and it was thus proposed to forestall any re- tion was the propositionof Mr. Sherman,
blind to the future. The handwriting was on
last week. Loss, #100,000.
duction of the tariff.It was a sham, and Ohio, to put the duty on i>
Several men were killed by a crazy
the wall predicting the destruction of the giganiron at $6.72, where it was fl>
It has been discovered that a very once passed it would be claimed by the gen- by the committee. He failed to
tic monoitolies which are now fastened upon the
Creek Indian at Okmulgee, Indian Territory,
tleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Kelley) and
large amount of gold coin recently minted his friendsthat it was a revisionof the tariff the figure he wanted, but coaxed the Senat
that they would yet open thdr eyes to see before and the lunatic was in turn shot to death by
yield so far as to place it at $6,50. The acti
a
party
that
essayed
his
capture.
in New Orleans is deficientin weight, and
and therefore a settlement of the Question, the committee of the whole in striking out
the inevitable ruin and downfallshould come. A
again
motion to put books on the free list was, after
her from the wood schedule was disagreed
A stage on the Sweetwater line, in will have to be recoined A reassay shows and that the question must not be
discussion, carried— 24 to 22— Messrs. Ingalls,
from #20,000to $100,000 worth of 310 agitated, lest the business of the country 29 to 16. Lath, shingles, pine clapboards
Plumb
VanWyck, Republicans, Wyoming, was abandoned in the recent that
gold pieces, representing the work of sev- be disturbed. The Tariff Commission has spruce clapboards, struck out in the comml
___
sting with the Democrats. A motion to put
blizzard. A relief party found the driver eral months, is thus deficient, the shortage been revising the tariff for six months; of the whole, were also restored at the rate
pnlpiqr making paper on the fre^ list was lost.
the bill— the Senate refusingto agree to the
The duty on bituminous coal was placed at 75 standing dead in adrift; the superintendent in each coin being about 25 cents An in- the Committee on Ways and Means for six tion in committeeby a vote of yeas
weeks; the Finance Committee of the Sencents per ton, and emery ore was placed on the was erect in the snow, unable to move, vestigation will be made.
nays 32.
hours were si
ate and the Senate itself for severalweeks,
free list The House tackledthe metal schedule and a passenger was missing. They
discussing
amendment
The
Mutual
Union
Telegraph
Comand
none
of
these
four
revisions
was
alike.
of the Tariff bill, and after spending five hours had been out three days and nights....
relation to vinegar factories. The tariff q
on the first Item without making any change in
Robert Law has applied to the Probate Court pany, with 46,000 miles of wire between Now the gentleman from Pennsylvania pro- tion also claimed the attentionof the Hoc
the rate of duty, the bill was laid aside for other
posed to ask 292 men to take the work of the and precipitated one of the liveliest debates
business. Mr. Bingham introduced a bill for a of Chicago for a jurv to ascertainthe mental Portland and St Louis, has been leased in Committee on Ways and Means when it did the session.The items under discussion w<,
commission of seven members to. report upon condition of Perry H. Smith, preliminary to peqjetuity to the Western Union Company
not agree with the work of the other re- those relating to the duties on bars andre t
the condition and value of the plant of the vari- the appointmentof a conservator. Mr. Smith on a guarantee of the principaland interest
visers. The gentleman knew it wm impos- from which fencing-wire,trace-chains, hor^
ous telegraphcompanies,and what can be done
was lately Vice President of the Northwest- of #5.000,000 in bonds and
percent sible to consider half the bill in five days. shoes, nails and similararticlesare manufa
to reduce the cost of communication.
ern road, and is ranked a millionaire
.Price
ured, and steel used for making locomotivea
yearly dividends on 810,000,000 ot stock. A
Mr. Carlisle said the House had only been
The tariff occupied the almost exclusive A Stevens’ stables at Sedalia, ' Mo. , were consolidationof offices is already under disother tires. Slight reductionswere made In
considering the Tariff bill for one week, and material of which fencing wire, trace chai
burned,
and
about
twenty-five
horses
and
attention of both houses of Congresson the 'Jth
CUKSiOR
now at the first opportunity it was proposed horse shoes and nails are made, but the locor
mules perished in the flames. . .The United
Inst. In the Senate, a motion to put jute on the
to limit its considerationto one week more
FOREIGN.
tivo tire material was kept up. The Ho
States authorities have again arrested Oklafree list was lost A motion to add books, pamThe House had not ad yet completedtwo refused to pass a bill for the retirement of Alf^j
homa Payne and his followers. The entire
Samuel Harlan, Jr., one of tlie lead- schedules, and they by no means (he most Pleasontonwith the rank of Major General.
phlets, bound or unbound, and all printed matparty were taken to Fort Reno.
ter not specially enumerated or providedfor in
ing ship-builders of the United States, re- Important By the end of the week the Robertson introduced a bill to proliibit
the bill, engravings bound or unThe Iowa Board of Bail road Com- siding at Wilmington,Del, died in Vienna. metal schedule would have been passed,hut transmissionof lottery advertisementsthro
bound, etchings, illustratedbooks, maps
the mails.
and charts to the free list, was agreed missionersdecided that skippers have ____ The Russian Czar has issued an ukase an- the comm ttoe of the whole would not have
reached those schedules where largo into. The negativevote was wholly Republican. rights to select the route by which they
Wild Boats as a Result of the War.
nouncing his coronation at Moscow on the creases of taxation were made. In cotton
Messrs. Van Wyck and Ingalls voted in the
will forward goods, and that railroadsmust 27th of May next, and commanding the atand the woolen schedule there was an inaffirmative with the Democrats. Sir. Allison
As
showing the instinct of the gol
offeredan amendment, which was ordered accept such freightand bill it as the owner tendance of the nobllitv and others.... crease of taxation to the amount of miliiona
which
is not generally credited wi
printed, proriding for refunding90 i>cr cent, of desires. This decisionwill prevent railroads The Emperor of China telegraphed his conHe stood here as anxious to see the passage
the dnty paid on Imported salt used in Iowa from making arbitraryrules as to gratulationsto the German Crown Prince on of a proper measure as any gentlemancould much intelligence, visitors to Harpej
in curing meats exported from this country.The
receivingfreightfrom connecting lines, and the occasion of his silver wedding. . .Prince be, but he stood here also to demand for the Ferry, Va., are informed that, whl
House continued considerationof the metal is an important victory for shipners.
Jerome denies that he aspires to the French representativesof the people that the war broke out and the sound of tj
schedule,and made some importantreductions At Albuquerque,N. M, Milt Yarberry.
Yarn
a,
throne by divine right
right -which had always been en- cannonading was heard in the valid
from the report of the Ways and Means Comnoted de8j>erado. and murderer of four
by them— the right of free
mittee. The dutv on steel railroad bars was cut
The fit earner Kenmure Castle foun- joyed
persons,
was
hanged.
The
culprit
mainspeech for the interest of the taxpayers of the large numbers of tame animals of til
down from $18 to $15 per ton; charcoal Iron bars
dered in the Bay of Biscay and thirty-two country. He should protest against any description took refuge on the Mail
was fixed at $22 per ton, and steel blooms at 45 tained his innocenceand ‘•died game.”
per cent, ad valorem. The clause imi>osing a In the baggage-roomof the Union Depot at of the crew were (frowned. The eight pas- measure calculated to stifle the rights of the
land heights and have never retnrnoj
duty of 2^ cents per pound on armor or other Cedar Rapids a mail pouch was cut open and
sengers and eight of the crew were picked people'srepresentativeson a bill which pro- Even now they can he seen on the ft
plate was struck from the bill.
relieved of 40 registeredletters,among them
posed to tax them to the extent of at least
Mr Edmunds made a favorable report to being a remittance of 81,000 fr om the Post- up by a French vessel, in a dying con- #200,000,000.If Congress were to pass the of the mountain. Their young ha
master
of the city to the department.... dition.
measure making an insignificant reduction been reared on the summit, and ha]
the Senate, on the 9th inst., upon the joint resoThe loss of cattle’ on the Coloradoranges
Another European row is threatened. in the revenue and at the same time increaslution to give notice of the terminationof the by the recent storms will not exceed 5 per
never become domesticated.Oecasic • i
Montenegro has officially announced the ing taxation,it would be claimed hereafter ally hunters kill the wild goats, as tlij
fisheries articleof the Washington treaty, and
cent.
.The damage to fruit and other trees
Mr. * Hale reported the Naval bill, ap- in DeWitt county, III, by the storm, it is es- rupture of diplomatic relations with Turkey, that the question was settled, and if the
Democratsundertook to reopen it they would are called, and the tame ones from tl
propriating ' $15,727,334. The Senate spent
timated, will aggregate $1,000,000.
in consequenceof the failure of the Porte to
be subject to the accusation of beinp simply valley frequentlygo up to visit tbci
several hours upon the Tariff bill,
made very little progress. Prominent wheat operators at Mil- agree to the cession of territoryclaimed by agitatorsand disturbers of busineis inter- but they persistently refuse to descend]
In the House, Mr. Belford reported resolutions
waukee express the belief that the crop of the mountaineers.It takes very little to
against discontinuing the silver coinage, and in
niHu
_ ____ __________
Mr. Hatch thought it came with bid grace and the sense of danger experienced b^
start trouble
along the Danube, _________
and the actfavor of additional vault-room at some point in 1HS2 has been largely overestimated; that
the goats of 1H(>1 and LS02 seems
ion* orMontonefiTo, Tf followed by a demon- j from the gentleman from Pennsylvania to
the Mississippi valley. A pension
i>er
pc
month was granted to the widow of Representa- when it was harvested it went into granaries stratum in force, as it must be to ; ask the House to pass a tariff bill when, dur- have been transmitted
ight months, the same genmay precipitate a ing a session of eight
tive Hawk, of Illinois, and eight bronze camion which were completely bare of grain; that have anv effect,
teritv.
tleman had declared, by a bill which he
were donated for a monument to Gen. Lytle, at the floods in America <iud Europe, ac- war involving all Western Europe
brought in and championed,that after thirty
Cincinnati. 'The Tariff bill was then taken up, companied by rigorous weather, have A committeereported to the French C hamViolinist Remenyi defines-geniusa
and several slight reductions from the materially injured the growing crop, and her of Deputies that there was no cause for years of delving in this tariff question ho “the power a man has to kindle bis owi
rates recommendedby the Ways and that higher figures for wheat the republic to resort to the violent meas- was unable to manage it, and wanted to relMeans Committee were made. Mr. Kasson ofjustly anticipated. .... ures of the Expulsion bill. There are rumors egate his high trust to a tariff commission, fire.” It is on a cold winter morninj
fered a resolution that during the remainderof
At an auction sale of uncalled for packages that if the measure be defeated the Govern- yet, having raised that commission, he swept that a married man is most willing t
the session it shall lie in order in any day after
the morning hour to move to suspend the rules in the express ottice at Pueblo, Col., ment will expel Prince Jerome and retire the’ report aside and brought before the acknowledge his lack of gonhia.
so as to consider in the House any regularap- James Thompson risked $1 on a box which the military Princes.... The man Dowling country a bill which increased the rates repropriation or revenue bill which shall have been he found contained two gold bricks, worth was convicted at Dublin of shooting Detect- commended by it
THE MARKETS.
Mr. Haskell commented on the fact that
reported by committee,and may then be in com- over $11,0U'.
ive Cox, with intent to murder him. and was
mittee of the whole, or which may then Iw on
THE SOUTH,
sentenced to penal servitude for life. The the country had watched six yean, and had
the Shaker's table, and such motion thall lie deNEW YORK.
arrested
man whom they waited in vain for a revisionof tie tariff at
cided by a majority vote. The resolution was
The Mardi Gras festivities at New iKilice
$ 6.55
the hands of the Democratic pirty. Now Beeves ...........................
claim
to
the
car
driver
who
referred.
Orleans were of an unusually brilliant char- figured in the Phcenix Park tragedy.... that the RepublicanCongress hoi brought Hook .............................7.00
Consideration of the Tariff,bill in comCotton ............................w
acter this season. The procession comprised The survivors of the wreck of the Kenmore in a bill largelyreducing taxation the Dem- Flour— Superfine ................ 3.40
mittee of the whole was completcc by the Senocratic
side
of
the
House
said
“Nay."
Castle,
picked
up
by
a
French
steamer,
subfiftv cars; and was witnessed by a vast conWheat— No. l White ............. M6
Mr. McKinley believedthe Deraecraticside
ate on the 10th inst. The amendm ;nt proi>osed course. .. .The postottice at Birmingham, sisted tor three nays by chewing flannel
No. 2 Red ............... 1.20
bad
made
up
its mind deliberately that, if it
shirts.
.
.Davitt,
Healy
and
Quinn,
who
were
Corn-No. ....................
;. .72
Ala, was robbed of money and stamps
by Mr. Beck reducing the internal-revenue
tax
convicted
of
making
iiiflamfnatory
speeches,
could
ho
prevented,
no
tariff
legislation
Oats— No. ....................... 47
oh sunff, smoking and manufactured tobacco to amounting to #<»,500. The safe was opened
Pork-Moss ......................18.874(419.^
refused to give bail, and have entered upon should be enacted by this Congroa
8 cents per pound was agreed to. On motion of
by boring a finger-hole.
Lard ............................. 1U4<^
Mr. Williams, the tax on cigars was made $ » iht
Mr. Springer— That snot so.
a term of imprisonmentin Kilmaiuham jail
Edmund
J.
Davis,
n
leading
RepubliCHICAGO.
thousand,instead of $4, as In the bill. Mr. Logan
Mr. McKinley— I have no d»ubt of it
In a speech at Edinburgh, Trevelyan,
Good to Fancy Steers. 6.15 (4 6.2!
moved to place salt on the free list, but it can politician of Texas, and ex-Governor of
When we proposed the Commissionbill you Beeves— Cows
and Heifers ...... 3.15 (4 4.3'
was decided to refer the matter to the Senate.
the Irish Secretary,said the Government were crvfmr t«*r a revision of tlw tariff,deMedium to Fair ........ 4.sfi (4 6.1
The House discussed the Ways and Moans Com- the State, died of pneumonia at Austin.
claring
that
this
proposition
w«
“an
affidawas ready to aid tire Irish members of ParIIOOS ..............................
4.75 (4 7.1
mittee's Tariff bill. Mr. Maxey's amendment
WASHINGTON.
fixing the dnty on iron cotton ties at 35 i>er cent,
liament in legitimate projects for reform. vit for a continuance," but we pissed it, and Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex . 6.r>o
It
is
the
gentlemen
on
the
other
side
who
Good to Choice Spr'a Ex. 4.75
ad valorem was defeated, after a sharp discusDirector Burchard states that of ____ Prince Jerome Napoleon was set at liberare making “an affidavit for a omtinuanco” Wheat— No. 2 Kprinir ............ i.«6
sion, by the close vote of 97 to 101, four Demo#135,405,080
in
standard
silver
coined
in
the
tv,
and
returned
to
his
residence.
Count
do
crats — aM of them from the Pennsylnow. I have heard representaive men on
No. 2 Red Winter ....... l.<>7
vania manufacturingdistricts— voting past five years there are $37,874,111 In circu- (5hambordproposes to issue a manifesto af- the other side of the house sai they could Cohn— No. ....................... 65
with the Republicansagainst the lation and #?2. 745,470 represented by certifi- ter the ad journment of the French Chamber. amend this bill until the 4th of March, and Oatk-No. ....................... 38
proiwscd reduction.On motion of Mr.
.The Court of Appeals at Vienna has con- that they would do it rather than that the Rye-No. ........................ 63
Kelley, a duty
cents per pound was im- oates. .. .Miss Alice Blaine, daughter of the firmed the sentences passed upon the manBarley— No. ....................
posed upon cast-ironvessels, plates, stove- ex-»Secretarv of State, and Col John G. Cop- ager and directorsof the Bing Theater for Republican party should pass aTariff bill
Butter— Choice Creamery ........ m
Mr.
McKenzie—
Name
your
nea
I
defy
plates and iron, sad irons, tailors' irons and pinger, U. *8. A., were married in St
Egos— Fresh ...................... 29
neglecting
to
take
proper
precautions you to name them.
Pork— Mess ......................17.75
hatters’ irons. Mr. Dunncll moved to reduce Matthew’s Catholic Church, at Washington,
against
fire ____ Bismarck says he does not
Mr. McKinley— Does the gemleman want Lard ..............................11
the duty on cut nails and spikes from l1,* to 1 President Arthur, the Supreme Court
expect
ever
again
to
enter
the
Reichstag.
MILWAUKEE.
cent i>er pound, and, in advocatingthe motion, Justices, Senators and Representatives,and
me to name them?
•poke of the pending bill as giving too little
Wheat— No. .................... los
Mr. McKenzie— Yea
The approachingcoronation of the
the DiplomaticCorps being present at the
reduction.The motion was lost, after a
Mr. McKinley— I can name them by the Corn-No. ....................... 66
lively debate. On motion of Mr. Carlisle, Vie ceremony. In the evening of the same day Czar is regarded with more or less uneasiOats— No. . ....................... 38
score.
duty on railway fish-plates was reduced from Miss Mary W. Brewster, daughter of the At- ness, and it is greatly feared that the confiRye-No. ........................ 64
Mr. McKenzie— You can’t none one.
torney General, was married in Washington
1*2 to cents per pound. Mr. Dunncll moved
Barley— No. .................... 74
Mr.
McKinley—
I
can
name
men
on
the
to reduce the duty on horseshoe nails, hobnails to R. J. W. Koons, of Philadelphia Both in dence of the Russian authorities is misPork— Mesa ....... .............. IB.oo
and wire nails from 4 to 3 cents per pound. The going to and returningfrom the wedding placed. The Nihilists have made no secret very coihmitte’eon which I strve who were Lard ..............................
.W4
motion was lost.
ST.
*V
President Arthur s carriage was damaged by of their intention to signalize the occasion honest enough to say that rather than have
THE EAST.
collisions,and he and his daughter walked of Ids coronation by some terrible demon- the bill reported by the Comttittee of Ways Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... l.io f 1.U
and Means they would sit hers until the 4lh CORN-Mixcd ...................... 51 g .52
^
stration, and there is already ample eviAt Titusville, Pa., a tank, contain- home through the
Oats— No. ....................... 38 <4 .*
of March before the bill should bepassed
dence
of
excitement
created
among
them.
Gen. Hazen opposes the transferof
ing 30,000 barrels of oil, burst and was set
Mr. McKinley—I ask that w» pass the Tar- Rye. ...............................60 -4 .61
....A Dublin dispatch says that in the inPOBK-Mess......................18.00 (418.25
fire to from the boilers at the pipe-line the signal serviceto the Interior Department vestigationat Kumainham Jail into the as- iff bill because the business iiterests of the Lard .............................. li>«4 .11
country demand It The bmlnoss Interest*
CINCINNATI
station. Two men, one woman and one for the reasons that the chief of the service sassinationof Cavendish aad Burke a c Arwant rest, and certainly, and ibove all, they
2 Red ............... l.oo <4 no
child were burned to death.
. .The body of
must have power to pnnish neglect; the man named Michael Kavanogh hod do not want a Democratic Cokgress to moke Wheat-No.
Corn ...........
67 (4 ,58
a German immigrant, which had been in- work is done more cheaply than under a turned informer, and deposed that
for them a Free-trade bill
Oats. ..........
41 ® -42
ferred in the potter’s field atWeehawken. civil bureau, and the observers must on the day of the tragedy he drove Joseph
Mr. Reed, in a brief speedi, charged the Rye. ...............................67 (4 .68
N. J., was exhumeH and #2,000 was found
held
enlistment in order Brady ana Timothy Kelly to Phoenix Park, Democrats with the intent! oi to defeat the Pork —Mess ......................18.00 (418.25
concealed in his under-shirt
to repay tneir instructor for the where he saw James Carey and Baniel De- bill, and then a motion to sumend the rules T.ard ............................. .ioJi(4 .11
lanev sitting beside the road. A cab driven
“ TOLEDO.
In order to investigatethe manage- time spent in educating them .... by tftzharris soon came up with four men, and adopt the resolution wai lost— yeas 139,
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.08 & 1.10
The Congressional committee, which made
nays
102—
not
the
necessarj
two-thirds
in
ment of the alcoholic words of Bellevue a trip to New Orleans to investigate and then two gentlemenwalked along. One
Corn. ..... ...................... .67 <4 .68
the affirmative—a party Vole, except that
......•...
.41 & .43
Hospital,New York, a murder having been the condition of the Mississippi river, met at of Kavanogh s passengers said that the tall- Messrs..Hardenburg,Morse, Mar,, Wusdn of Oats— No. ..........
DETROIT.
er man of the two was to be assassinated.
Washington
last
week
to
complete
a
report
perpetrated there, the Coroner summoned ?
............................4.75 (4 5.00
Kavanogh was ordered to drive further West Virginia, and, Wise o! Pennsylvania Flour
jury including Vanderbilt Gould, Grant, Thev will unanimouslypronouncethe jettv
voted with the Republicans in the affirma- Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 1.07 & 1.08
away
and
wait
He
heard
one
of
the
Corn— No. ...................... .56 (4 ,67
Conkling and VUlard among Ita fifteen mem- works successful,but will not recommend
- -1
victims erv out After the murder he
.42 (4 .43
Oats— Mixed .................
bers.... Charles B. Sedgwick, who repre- the outlet system. By a vote of 6 to 2 it was
drove
three
miles
from
tho
park
and
18.00 @18.50
Pork— Mesa ......................
sented the Syracuse (N. Y.) district in the decided that levees are not necessary to the
A Great Artiste.
and
v. as dismissed and
let
Tim
Kelly
off,
INDIANAPOLIS.
Thirty-sixthand Thirty-seventh Congresses, improvement of low-water navigation
Mme. Modjeska, who is 'ulfilling a two Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1XH (4 1.06(
There will probably be three reports pre- paid by Brady at Leeson Park.... Edwin
died at his home in Syracuse.
Corn— No. ...................... .51 (4 .5^
sented, and it is believed.that an, appropria- Booth enacted ‘Othello at Berlin the other weeks’ engagement at Mclioker’s Theater,
..................... .38 l4 -39
Two hundred or more gambling and tion of #2,000,000will be recommended for evening, and during the performance,amid in Chicago, has created a fpnuine sensation Oats— Mixed EAST
4
LIBERTY, PA.
a
storm
of
applause,
was
presented
with
a
policy shops in Boston closed their doors, In improvements below Cairo.
Cattle—
Best ....................6.260*® 6.25
among the admirers of tie drama in that
silver laurel crown and an address.
Fair .....................4.75 @6.7d
consequenceof an order by the Police ComPOLITICAL.
city. The auditorium of tais large theater
Common ................ 3.76 (4 4.50
missioners. . .Henry Bowie, of Jersey City,
Princeton College has sixty-two is packed nightly with laige and fashiona- Hoos .............................6.96 C4 7.60
A
bill has been introduced in the
Is attem ting the teat of eating four quail
ble audiences, who go alnnst wild over the ] Sheep
Sheep....... ................... 3.25 (4 5.78
Ohio Lbgislatureproviding for a #250 liquor endowed scholarships.
per day for a month.
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children;

jjfollatlll

and now,

his second wife

having departed from the world which
so much to populate, he

few*. she had done

4#!!

has married the teacher.

HOLLAND

CITY. MICHIGAN.

A remarkable warrior recently presented himself at Constantinople in
In England women are still hanged. order to do homage to the Sultan.
The latest victim was Louisa Taylor, This veteran, known as “Hod Bey,” the
who had poisoned Mrs. Tregellis at Circassian leader, claims that he is 120
Maidstone. ' When Marwood began the years of age and that he has seen 105
pinioning process, the prisoner merely years of military service.

He

asserts

water. She walked that he was born in 1762 and entered
words the Turkish military service under the
Sultan Abdul Hamid, in 1777. Since
being, “Lord, receive my spirit."

asked for

a glass of

steadily to the scaffold,her last

then he has served in the Ottoinan army

Mb. Christian K. Ross

will never

(Barnard and Harice) and two Democrats
DROWNED OUT.
(Richmond tad Black), is one that will
The Legislature Takes Its Long Recess— do justice to all concerned, and Thousand! of People Driven from Their
Possible Appropriations — No Senator probe the charges to the bottom regardless
Homes by the Flood at Cincinnati-*The
of who is affectedthereby. The committee
Elected— Bribery and Corruption Charged
Supply of Gas Cut Off, and the City at
this afternoon organizedby electing os its
and an Investigation Ordered— Fish ComNight Shrouded In Darkness*.
Chairman Senator Hine, who, though a
missioners to Be Investigated — Sunday warm supporter of Mr. Ferry, was the first [Cincinnati (Feh. 12) Telegram to Chicago
References.
to move t« make the investigationmore
Times.]
thorough than was at first proposed, who
[From Our Own Correspondent.]
The Indian may have witnessedsuch a
courts for his side the fullest Investigation,
Lansing, Feb. 3, 188a
and who believesthat “no guilty man sh >uld volume of water In the Ohio, but his white
Ah we predictedIn our last, the two bonnes escape. ” Owing to other duties the work of successor never before saw such a flood.
of the Legislature have this afternoonen- this committee cannot begin until the 10th It has not come upon us with a rush, or this
Inst, when they will commence the task of
tered upon the usual
rich, beautiful valley would become a wilderproving or disproving the charges.
LONG RECESS
ness with Its subsidence, but has slowly
ANOTHER INVEST! OATION.
which Is to continue until 11 o’clocka m. of
A differenceof opinion has arisen between swelled from a fair river, a useful servant,
Tuesday, the 13th Inst, and during which all the members of the Board of Fish Commis- to a silent yellow sea that has sent its waves
committees having in charge the several sioners and the Superintendentof Hatch- into the marts of the city, and with their
eries, which has resulted in much bad feelBtate inst tutionsare expected to visit such
ing and charges by the latter against the quiet lapping put a stop to business, to
institutionsand spend sufficienttime in board, which ho seeks to have investigated. manufactures,to traffic,sent thousands on
carefulexamination of all details connected A committeecomposed of Senators McMahon thousands adrift without shelter and withand Pennington and Representatives out food, and In the aggregate Inflicted
with the same to enable them to legislate

THE STATE CAPITAL.

(to which he still belongs) under eight
allow time or disappointedhope to successive Sultans. He is said to have carefully, judiciouslyand economically with
weaken the chain of affection that binds participatedin sixty -five battles and un- regard to all such institutions,their students, inmates, officers, professors and athim to his long-lost boy. Only a few numbered smaller affrays, and to have tendants.Of course, the items of appropridays ago he wrote to a friend: “I am received twenty-three wounds. He is ation to be recommended for the various
State beneficiaries are the main reastill diligentlymaking every effort to still erect and vigorous and possesses a sons why these visits should be made
—and carefully made at that One of
unravel the mystery connected with his remarkable appetite. The present Sultan the most-seriouscharges made against Gov.

continued absence. In our family the

_

subject is often the

theme of eonversa-

of as
know the

tien. Charlie is often spoken
living, and shall be until we

Contrary.”

Of
is a

___

Hohcnlohe,who

the Princess von

dead shot, it

is related that

she was

recently accompanied by her daughter
and the Princess von Ratibor, stalking
deer in the woods near Schlauss Rauden, when suddenly . a full-grown wild

boar dashed at her from
at

the

same moment

the left,

and

a roe-buck in full

The

career crossed in front of her.

Princess raised her rifle, knocked over

the buck with her right barrel, and
then gave the boar her left. The fierce
animal turned over almost at her

man-chambermaid to get out

first

:

day giving Ferry and Stout each 47, on
Wednesday each *49, on Thursday Ferry 49.
and Stout 50, on Friday Ferry 49, and Stout
see it.
magnificentruffled night- 45, and to-day 48 each.’ It became generally
known early last evening that at a caucus of
shirt, half smothered in costlyjpoint
the Stout faction all caucus obligationshad
lace of the finest quality, was next been dissolved, and that a portion,at least,
of the Greenback wing would vote, for Mr.
brought forth and hung on another Ferry to-dav,so, when the first roll-callpropeg, so as to fill the space between the gressed with no especialchange from those
of the last three weeks, a feeling of
looped-up curtains. Everything was in disappointment was manifested by the
readiness, but the great man, who had vast audience that had braved the
blinding storm* to witness a scene and an
evidentlyintended retiring early to get election, as they imagined Senator Norton,
of Oakland, was the first to u make a break,’*
a good night’s rest, changed his mind
and before the second ballot was announced
and did not seek his couch until nearly changed his vote from Stout to Ferry, and
was followed by Senators Roost and Whiting
10 o’clock. The passengers had a and one or two' members of the House. As
chance to inspect the superb garments had been antieijiated, this was followedby
Senator Duncan, of Berrien, and two or
at their leisure, and they availed them- three members of the House who had
selves of the blessed privilege. The voted for Kerry, who as promptlychanged
their votes to others of the scattering
ladies feasted their eyes on the em- candidates, thus leaving the leading can'

one of the hooks where everybody could

at 5

j

!

A

owed him 35
cents. Then she bet him her dress,
which she took off and hung on a
cents per game, until she

she would win the
next game. She lost the game; but,
when the billiard man proceeded to

billiard cue, that

take the dress, she sprang on his back

my

escape.

The membership

in

London

clubs

clergymen, and others whose

mem-

trimming, until their appetitefor riches

.

the fact, as they state, that they do not
want nnv Republican elected who cannot bo

chest

face, a pleasantmouth,

a non-aggress-

ive nose; blue, kindly, overtaxed eyes,

that persist in shutting to rest them-

VICTIMS OF STEAM.
Seven Men Killed by the Bursting of a
Boiler at Taylorvllle,111.— The Bodies of
the Victims Mangled In a Horrible Manner.
[Telegramfrom Taylorvllle, 111.1

selves; a high, broad brow, burdened

by

reflective faculties;a large head,

well covered with

a mane of brown

hair, and the moonlike roundness of his

visage is lengthened by a

full

brown

beard.

Tennessee is

the place where

“cli-

mate not only gives strength and vital-

sinews of manhood, but invites the roses of health to nestle and
blush upon the cheek of beauty ; where

ity to the

13
13

.

'

Dysentery ................
Inllamution of bowels ____
2i> Membranouscroup .......
21 Pueri>eral fever ...........
22 Cholera morbus ..........
23 Inflammationot brain...
24 Bright’s Disease ..........
25 Cholera Infantmu ........
2t> Coughs and colds .........
27 Paralysis ......... .......
28 Nephritis .................
29 Small-pox ................
30 Cerebro spinal meningitis

I

is
19

;

,

|

i

a

;

apoplectic of neck, with a round, frank

Typho-malarialfever .....
lf> Typhoid fever (enterio). .
17 Whooping-cough .........

A boiler explosionoccurred at the file
works of Peter Non A Co., that completely
wrecked the establishment and killed five
men. As usual in such cases, the why and
wherefore of the trouble are wrapped in
profound mystery, nobody about the place,
of course, having the least idea before it
happened that it was going to happen, or
being aware of any reason why it was going
to occur, everything about the boiler being
considered in first-classorder. ItSvas about
7:15 o’clock when the boilers burst, and hud
the explosion occurred a quarter of an hour
before the loss of life would have been fearful, for at that time the holler and engine
rooms were filled with workmen wanning
up for their day’s work. At 7 o’clock the
machinerywas set in motion, and the men

;

..

;

|

................................
H
Julius 0. Burrows ...........
4
Jonathan C. Woodman ........................2
William C. May bury ...........................2
Jerome W. Turner ....................
? ........ 2
Byron M. Cutcheon ........................... 1
George L. Yaple ...............................1
Jay A. Hubbell ................................1
Perry Hannah ................................1
Edward S. Lacey ..............................1
William D. Harrimun ..........................1
Edgar M. Marble ...... .......................1
Willitts

>

,

]

1

:

i

Ah the Legislature has now taken recess
until the 13th, as above mentioned, the
seventeen in the list given, as well as all the
other score or two who have at other times
received votes, must remain on the “ragged
edge” for quite a time, and It isn’t among
the improbabilitiesthat the 4th of March
(when Mr. Ferry’s present term will end)

may come

and’ go before a Senator

Most of them had removed

many poor people
and most of the lawless class of the
city. Thev are drowned out, and per-

is

elected.

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION.
A long editorialin the Detroit Evening
Nan* of Jan. HU made charges that Sen-

force Invaded the central portion of the
town and the fashionablestreets, so that the
the crowds were more diversified than ever
before. The gas-workssupply both of this
citv and Newport has been shut off. and
their fires were put out yesterday afternoon
with only a slim night’s supply on hand. To-

3

dav the lamp stores drove such a trade as
never before,and candles were as common
as 100 years ago in the central cltv of the
Union.’ Three hundred thousand people
are cut off from their regular supply
of gas to-night. The streets are In darkness
save for an occasionalelectriclight Theaters and other hulls had to supply themselves with electric lights, oil lamps or candles, and the audiencesblinked their eyes
under the unwonted light, and were liliarious and jolly, as they could not have been
otherwise. The water works have about
five days’ supply In the reservoir*Under

2

the

:i5

25
22
20
18

13
12
12
10
8
5
5

3

2
2
2
2

For the week ending Feb. 3, 1HS3,
the reports indicate that intermittent
fever, measles and rheumatism increased,and that diphtheria,tonsilitis
and diarrhea decreased in area of prev-

'

Solomon L. Withey ...................
9
Thomas W. Palmer ............................7

Edwin

.

15
;

_

than around the

Along its banks are many factories,
large and small, rolling-mill*and
furnaces. All these are flooded,
their fires out, and their workmen

streets back and higher, hundreds of
hogsheads of tobacco, sugar, etc., are plied
omjjje sidewalks from the flooded districts.
In the upper portion of the city, along the

HH
7K
7H
G5
00
58
58
57
38

.

;

larger at waist

the Ohio Hide. The licking has been swoUen
bv its tributaries to a raging torrent Narrow and deep and swift ordinarily, it 1h now
out of its banks for miles, covering points of
ground never before reached by the flood*

In

Neural ula .................
Bronchitis ................
a Rheumatism ..............
4 Consumption of lungs.
5. Intermittent fever ........
GTonsllltis .................
7 Pneumonia ...............
H Influenza .................
9 Erysipelas ................
10 Remittentfever ..........
11 Measles ...................
12 Diarrhea ..................
IH'Hcarletfever ..............
14 Diphtheria ................
K
2

keen enjoyment he could scarcely him after one or two more ballots. After
gained $5,000 at target practice with a
the usual amount of filibusteringon each
pistol. His adversary at cards was conceal. A small boy with a new pair side, the ballots proceeded until four had
been taken, the last showing the leading
Lord Rodney, a •Captain in the Life ^)f red-top boots — the only one.1*,in the candidate twelve votes short of the number
neighborhood — could not have been required to elect. As high as twenty perGuards.
sons were voted for on some of the four
more intensely self-complacent. If he ballotstaken to-day, while the last showed
Joseph Cook is described by Mary could only have found an excuse for seventeen in the list with Ferry against the
Clemmeras a man in early middle life; putting his big diamonds on exhi- field, as follows:
Whole number of votes cast ...................
1‘22
a large man of nervous-sanguine temf>2
bition his happiness would have been Necessaryto a choice ..........................
Thomas W. Ferry ............. ................so
perament ; fatter, it seems, than a man
Byron G. Stout ................................
'20
complete and overwhelming.”
Henry Chamberlain...........................
11
of such restless activities could be;

_

In

cities divided by the Licking river.
A mile and a half below the Licking
river Mill creek empties Into the river on

river bank, live

was satiated. The lucky possessor of elected liy Republican votes and without the
aid of any Greepbackeror Democrat. It is
gambling. A correspondent of the i so much textile splendor pretended to known tliat only a few among all the fifty
Boston Herald says that draw-poker is | be oblivious of his surroundings, but it Ferry supporters take, such ultra or decided
grounds as to cause them to back out
the favorite game. He saw Frank Lord, was noticed that he witnessed the eager of the Kerry traces if the opposition
from New York, lose $10,000 at Brook s curiosity of his fellow-passengers and should step in, so it was almost
believed for a time that enough
in one night; but subsequently he re- listened to the whispered comments others were liable to turn to Fern1 to elect

•

destitute as
least for the
time. If they stay in their houses, they are
Isolated, and’ must depend on chance for
succor. If they leave, a host of river pirates
will despoil the deserted dwelling* The
Ohio river flows west between Cincinnation
the Ohio side and Newport and Covington
opposite;
Kentucky, the latter

Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

l»ers devote their meetings only to high

with

indi-

their goods to upper stories or higher ground.

aggregates nearly 100,000. Their
property is worth something over $2.>,- broidered night-capand on the splendid didate as far from an electionns before the
Greenbackvotes came to his aid. Tills move
000,000. There are clubs exclusively night-shirt, with its $250 worth of lace on the part of the Republicans is because of
for

and

when they were born, at

j

than I am.” She threw him on the
ground, thrashed him and made her

directly

mauy of them os

watchmen

,

dress you’ve got to be a better man

may

rectly amount to millionsof dollars.Within
a space of twenty-five miles tributaryto the
city, thousands of people are houseless,

ago.

:

ballot on Tues-

damages that

Idle. Mill creek forces its way to the river
in the western part of the city, flowing
through a wide valley, along which for five
miles are not only dwelling* but pork-packing houses, slaughter-houses, divers manufacturing establishments, and hundreds of
market gardens, together with several railroad track* All these arc under water,
and, while the gardens are ruined,
House, and elghtv-fivebills and six joint res- great damage is also done the factories,
and contents,but to what
olutions in the Senate, as against 133 bills packing-house*
extent is simply impossibleto even approxand fourteen resolutions,and seventy-seven
imate. The front of Cincinnati for several
bills and eleven resolutionsat this time two
streets Is low. Here is done the heavy
years
Observer.
wholesale business of the city, and there are
located many largo factories of all sorts,
Health In Michigan.
machine-shop*coal-yard* etc. All this is
Reports to the State Board of Health, under water from a few inches to several
feet, while cellars for two or three streets
Lansing, by observers of diseases in fartherbuck arc flooded. In some of thes«
different parts of the State show causes streets a steamboatcould make Its way
without a particle of trouble.On Second
of sickness during the week ending Feh.
street the current runs like a mill
3, 1883, as follows: Number of ob- race. Where there is but little water, if the
business is of a kind to warrant It, clerks
servers heard from, 60.
ami porters wade about, in rubber hip hoots,
but most of them are simply in charge of

his

cured, carefully examined, and hung on

A billiard saloon-keeper in Chappa-

like a cat, exclaiming,“If you take

has

been

joint ballots taken (making a grand
total of twenty-seven). While the
night clothes. A gorgeous velvet cap, voting has scattered worse than any old
elaborately decorated, was # first pro- musket, the leading candidates have just
sable

feet.

woman

and Thompson

appointed, with power to send
for persons and papers, administeroaths,
examine witnesses and investigateany
charges against the management of said
Commissioners, and report to the Legislature. Still another is asked for, the claim
being that a child was sent home from the
Deaf and Dumb Asylum at Flint with the
statement by the physicians and authorities
is said to have treated him with much Begole by the Greenhackers,whose party that it had no contagious or dangerousailman he was, Is that in his inauguralmes- ment, while it actuallyhad diphtheria of the
kindness and attention. There is. some sage he recommended that the different in- w'orst type, thereby causing the death withdoubt expressed as to the accuracy of stitutionsunder State control should be in a few days of two children of the family
dealt by as liberally as their managers and that were before well and healthy.
Hod Bey’s statements relative to his officers’ ask, as much as any Republican GovODDS AND ENDS.
ernor has ever done, while he was expected
The flag over the Senate chamber was orage, but he certainly has had a long and
to recommend a large cutting down of ©p- dered at half mast on the 1st, in memory of
proprlationa
Hon. J. Webster Childs, of Washtenaw, and
remarkable career.
1 may be able in my next to give some- Lewis Porter, of Kent, both of whom had died
thing of an Idea of the
during the past year. The former was a
A gentleman, who says he was a
POSSIBLE APPROPRIATIONS
Senator in 1865-7,187J-4-9; was President
fellow-passenger of a newly-elected of the session, though It Is hardly probable pro tnn in 1873-4, and n Representative in
that the bills for that purpose wifi all be in 1859, 1861-2; while the latter was a memlier
Senator from Colorado on one of his by that time. Even after this introduction, of the House in 1857-8 and a Senator in 1859.
such bills are so subject to amendmentthat
Eastern trips, has the followingstory to it Is hardly safe to guess as to any particular A hill. Introduced by Senator Koon, “to
provide for taking the census and statistics
appropriationbefore the passage of the bill of this State" in the spring of 1884 (on or betell of the bonanza statesman : “Before
by both houses, and the approval of the bill fore the first Monday In May), is a good one,
it was fairly dark the last day of our
by the Governor.
and has just been ordered printed. It will
THE SENATORIAL MUDDLE
no doubt posA We will allude to it more at
journey, the great man ordered the
still continues,with no special signs of an
length in our next
8h
porter to make up his section of the immediate settlement Since my last, five
Jp to this time there have been 108 bills
Ur
joint conventionshave been held (making
sleeper. That done, he directed the thirteen in all up to date), and fourteen and six joint resolutionsintroducedin the

about held their own, the

qua played billiards with a

French, Martin

alence.

At the State Capitol the prevailing
winds, during the week ending Feb. 3,
1883, were southwest, and, compared
with the preceding week, the temperature was considerablyhigher, the absolute humidity greater, the day and
night ozone considerablymore, and the
relative humidity less. The range in
barometric pressure was greater than
since the week ending April 1, 1882.
The range in ozone was also great.
Compared with the average for the
month of January for six years, neuralgia. tonsilitis and measles were more
prevalent, and remittent fever, whooping-coughand diphtheria less prevalent during the month of January,
1883.

For the month of January, 1883,
compared with the average of corres-

most

favorable circumstances the

works cannot resume In time to more than
keep consumers scantily supplied, and,
should a great fire occur, the result
Is disheartening to contemplate.Should
It occur in the overflowed business district,
the departmentwould bo simply nowerless,
and the flames would run uncnecked. Only
one railroad, the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton, Is above water. There are ten feet
of ’ water over the track leading Into the
new Union Dooot, and on the lower ground
tho water runs over the tops of some freight
cars that were left on the track.
The stage of water at Frankfort and Louisville’.Ky., and at New Albany and Lawrenceburg, Ind , Is unprecedented.Thousands am without employment, many are
shelterless; and much sufferingprevail*

A Mare is a Horse.
Turfmen will be interestedin knowing that the Supremo Court of California has decided that a “mare" is a
“horse.” The conclusion was reached
in this way: A certain man stole a roan
mare and was arrested. In the trial the
prisoner’s attorney requested the court
to instruct the jury that a verdict of not
guilty must l-h found because the animal stolen was a “mare,” not a “horse,''
as the indictmentcited. The court’s refusal to give such instructionsresulted
in an appeal to the highest judiciary of
the State, and that tribunal sustainedthe
ruling of the lower court on the ground
that the word “horse” was used in a generic sense and was held to include all
animals of the horse species. The quibble made by the defendant’s attorney
was, of course, a trivial one, but no more
ludicrousand senseless tbau those made
every day in courts nearer home.

ator Ferry, through his managers, was ponding months in the five years 1879—
making improper offers of officialposition
and patronage for votes for Senator to mem- 1883, the temperature was lower, the
of knowledge o’er the budding intellects
bers of the Legislature, and early next absolute humidity and the day ozone
morning Representative Harkness, of Lena- less, and the relativehumidity and
of rising generations,as the church, in
wee, a Fern' man, offered the following
night ozone more.
free faith and free speech, sanctifies
______
__
engine ____
1... preamble tad concurrent resolution:
Including reports by regular observWhereas,Certain grave and seriouscharges
and blesses it; where liberty’s law is no o’clock two of the boilers let go with a
shock and report that shook the country are made by a prominent dally newspaper pub- ers and by others, diphtheria was relonger guarded by bayonets, as the bal- for miles around. The establishment Is sit- lished la the city of Detroit that undue and un- ported present during the week ending
lawful means have been used to influence memlot, unmolested, falls in its sacred pre- uated about a mile southeast of the business bers of this Legislature In their vote for United Feb. 3, and since, at nineteen places,
part of the town, and the explosion caused States Senator; therefore,
scarlet fever at eighteen places and
cincts, and with talismanie power exe- everybodyto think an earthquake had ocJlenolved (the Senate concurring), That a comThe Man and the Mouse.
measles at seventeen places. Small1
curred.
The
fact
was
soon
made
known,
mittee
of twelve, seven from the House and five
cutes a freeman’s will, as lightning does
and in a few mlnntes the entire populace from the Senate, be appointedto Investigate said pox was reported at St. Joseph, Berrien
A Man having caught a Mouse in a
the will of God.” This information was on a dead rush for the scene. Arrived charges, with authority to employ a stenogra- county, Feb. 3.
Trap held him at arm’s length and exthere a spectacle of wreck and ruin present- pher, send for persons, administeroaths and exwas given by Gov. Bates in his inaugu•Henry
B.
Baker,
Sec’y.
claimed
amine
•
ed Itself,as the entire establishment
“Ah ! you Rogue ! I have you at last !
was demolished, the large timbers and The rules were suspended and the resolural address.
heavy machinery being scattered about tion at once adopted. When it reached the
Only the other Night you ate the Hind
Mrs. Bkzumbee’s Gall.— Mrs. BeTjiere is a prosperous farmer in Kent over a btoad extent of territory. The ruins Senate its considerationwas made a special
Pocket out of my Pants!”
took fire, hut being taken In time, the flames order for Feb. 1, at 11 a. m. When that hour zumbee, a tall, elderly lady, who al“True,
Friend,” • replied the
county, t)el., named Jonathan Long- were extinguished before they gained any arrived the resolution was, on. motion of ways dresses in deep black and is very
Mouse,
“but
I did you a good Turn at
headway.
Then
the work of searching for Senator Hine, another strong Ferry tnan,
fellow, who, as Artemus Ward would
much given to making calls, will from
the victims began. It was found that five amended by adding the following: *
now on make no more friendly visits to the same time. I ate np a Love Letter
say, is a “numerous father.” .He has men had been Killed outright,and two were
Retolted further, That said committee
which your Wife got up an hour before
authorizedand empowered to investigate any the mansion of Col. Bailey Dayton.
injured.
just taken unto himself, in his 70th fatally
Peter leu, the proprietor,had both hia charges that may be mado alleging the improper She was sitting on the gallery sur- Daylight to look for. But for me you
year, a third wife forty years his junior. legs broken and his head crushed beyond all use or offers of money, or the promise of any rounded by the family when a large would now be a Baldheadedold Coon.”
other consideration, by any person, for the pursemblance of a human cranium.
* “Shake!” said thA Man, as he Drew
pose of procuring or influencingvotes for or turkey buzzard alightedon a tree near
No. 1 bore him six children and No. 2
John Jones, the engineer, was completely
down his Left Eye, and the Moose shook
against any Senatorial candidate.
the house. “What a large buzzard 1”
the amazing total of twenty-two. The disemboweled,both legs broken, and the
It was further amended by mhklng the
himself out of the Trap and into his
body horribly scalded and mutilated.
number four in the House and three in the remarked Mrs. Bezumbee. “Is tliat a
proper cultivation of so many oliveSamuel Lenam, the fireman, was tom all
Senate (the former number being too large buzzard?” asked little Emilv, very much Hole. _
branches was an expensive matter ; but, to pieces, portions of his body being found and unwieldy for a practical committee), amazed. “Yes, my child, that’s a buzElderly spinster (who is being measIn different places.
after which it was concurred in, yeas, 21;
being by nature thrifty and ingenious, John McCollom was terribly mutilated.
zard.”
“But
it don’t look like you.” ured for a pair of boots)—" And mind
nays, It Speaker Howard has appointed as
William Deahel had his head blown off.
Mr. Longfellow hit upon an economical
members of the committee on the part of “Of course it don’t look like me. Who you make one larger than the other.”
Chris Neu, son of the proprietor, and
Attendant (with astonishment)— “Then
the House, Representatives Harkness, Fyfe, says a buzzard looks like me?” asked
device which has served him well. He Tony VandeverVere Injured so that their Barnard and Black, while President Crosby
they won’t be fellows, ma’am I” E. 8.
Mrs.
Bezumbee,
indignantly.
“Why,
death Is only a question of a few hours.
has appointedon the part of the Senate,
built a schoolhouae for his family and
ma
does.
Every day when she sees yon (with asperity)—“Certainly not; I do
Senators Hine, Richmond and Banco. The
employed a young woman to superinGreenland dogs have traveled 270 committee, composed of three Ferry men coming, she says : ‘There comes that not like fellows, and I will have nothI (Harkness. Fyfe and Hine)
two aati-Ferry old buzzard agoin.’ ”
ing whatever to do with them!"
tend the wholesale education of his miles in three and a half days.
college and school scatter the gold-dust
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supreme court defeated

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

confirm the Howe?

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

vs. Klnzie the

upon essen-

this last claimant to these lands
tially the

Saturday, February 17, 1883.

UHL

until in the case of

same grounds as

DUREN.

VAN

G. J.

Wm.

VAN DER VERRE

that in spite of all the patents

and

state

ECLECTRIC

and federal legislationthe terms and con-

DETROIT k MILWAUKEE LANDS.
N

Hon.
trict

Member

J. B. Perhf m,

what

Milwaukee

known

is

lands. *’

A

During
bill to quiet

pelling in

bill on this question

of fairnessand openness that

with a spirit

is

CO., Prop’s,

fide purHaving lately re-opened the “City Meat Market”
in the First Ward, we kindly Invite the citizens
of this city to giye ns a “call.” ^

amounts received

them. Griswold is said to have Isold
for from $80,000 to $50,000, Bowes from
$15,000 to $20,000, and Gould hot less
by

We

Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago, Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Bums, Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and Head-

intend to keep onr market supplied with the

best and ehoicest-meats that can be procured.

than $15,000. However, for these figures

We make

your reporter has no exact basis.

had

As soon as these lands were in the marits

and

as

best

Holland City

ENGLISH PAPER
THE

“Holland Colony”

date of the grant. The

Evening News.

board of control of railroad lands of this

Religious services for to-morrow:

assigned these lands to two compathe lands as per-

Owossoto the
Milwaukee railway company,

First Reformed Chufch, (Chapel)—
9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m.

Detroit St

subject to the conditions of the original

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7:80 p.m. Preaching by

grant. Both of these companies refused

the Pastor, Kev.

to accept the lands

jop printhtg

Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at

tained to the route west of

and declined

^

Neatly and Promptly

Thomas Walker Jones.
upon the Sunday School at 11:45. Weekly prayer

terms offered,the result of which was that meeting, Thursday at 7:80 p.
in February,ISC/, the lands were declared welcome.

m.

All are

forfeitedto the state. The board of con-

ler,

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Chand- Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80, a. m.,
and Alexander H. Sibley and 2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. in.

deeded them

trol then

Owen

John

to Zachariah

in trust for the state. These parties held Weekly prayer meeting,

for two years and then deeded

. the lands

them back the state. About
Detroit St

this time the

Thursday at

7:80

m

p.

First

Reformed Church, (Chnrch Edifice)

Milwaukee railway had become Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:30
Among its creditors were a. m., and2p. m.

bankrupt.

Messrs. Fuller St DeGraff, contractors,who

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Sercompany in the Oakland county vices at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m.
circuit court, obtained judgment, and
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
levied upon these lands, supposing them George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 s. m,
to be company assets. Morgan L. Drake, and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
the attorney for Messrs. Fuller St DeGraff, Subjects: Morning, “The Eternal God.”
took an assignmentof this judgment in his Evening, “UncrownedKing.”
own name. His heirs assigned to Augustus D. Griswold, and thus came the soMoved.
called "Griswold title.” In 1868 Mr.
Dr. F. J. Schonten, of this city, hereby
Griswold began to sell these lands, princi gives notice that he has moved into the
sued the

as cheap, if: not cheapen
than any party In thl.

were hardly entered into, as

JTo.

the fact that all the lands, situatedin
several counties, were sold under one

and

the same execution, was of sufficientir-

Ex ©out©

cl

he has purchasedthe

Price jo cents and (ixo.

FOSTER, MILBURN &

First

COR. EIGHT & FISH

and is prepared to serve the public with ever

STUNT

NEW YORK,

thing that pertains to a first-class

GROCERY

1883.

More people have read Thi Sun during the
now passing than ever before since It

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

was

first printed.No other newspaper published
on this side of the earth has been bought and read
In any year by so many men and women.
We are credibly Informedthat people buy, read,
and like Thk Sun for the following reasons, among
others:
BecauseIts news column* present In attractive
form and with the greatestpossible accuracy whatever has Interest for humankind; the events, the
deeds and misdeeds, the wisdom, th* philosophy, Don’t forget (the place No. 192, Eighth street,
the notable folly, the solid sense, the improving cor. Fish.
nonsense— all the news of the busiest world at preF. DEN UYL.
sent revolving lu space.
Holland, Mich., April 24,
12-ly.
Because people have learned that in its remarks
concerningpersons and affairsTo* 8un makes a
practice of telling them the exact truth to the best
of Its abilitythree hundred and sixty-fivedays in
the year, before election as well as after, about the TlicGreatEDro;eaDHenelT-Dr.l.B.Sli(soi’i
whales as well as about the small fish, in the face
of dissent asjdainlyand fearlesslyas when supSjecifle MeliciDt.
ported by generalypproval.Thk Bun has absoluIt Is a positive enre for Spermatorrhoea, Beminal
tely no purposes to serve, save the Informationof
Weakness, Impotency, and all diaeases resulting
its readers and the fntherance of the common good.
Becanse It Is everybody’s newspaper. No man is from Self-Abnse, as Mental Anxiety.Loeaof Memory. Fains in
so humble that Thioun is indifferentto hls welfare
and his rights. No man is so rich that it can allow Back or Bide
Injusticeto be done him. No man, no association and diseases
of men, is powerful enough to be exempt from the that lead to

GIVE ME A CALL.
1882.

TO

Consnmpt’n

strict application of its principles of right and

.

REST

Maine.

CLOSING OUT!!

ATTENTION

ing

year.

_

for a

nominal sum. In the case of Rogers

va the P. H. R. R. Co., the supreme court

exploded this Gould

title,holding that as

the Detroit * Milwaukee R. R. Co., never

acceptedthe lands subject to the condi-

ThaOity

tions upon which they were granted, the

of

Holland Ordalni

Bxction 1. That

1859, but In June, 1878, the board of control

Now

is the
G.

to the

Port Huron

St Milwaukee railroad company. This

company deeded them in trust to Wm. R.
Bowes, of Michigan City, (now dead.)
This title is known as the Bowes title. In

Tb'oSSS'

nraT

held in

Bowes

vs.

that

the board of control had exceeded its authority in patenting these lands to the Port

Huron R.

R.

Co.

At

the following session

of the legislaturein 1877, this want of jur" » iadiction on the part of the board of coo*
trol was attempted to be remedied by the
passage of an act ratifying the action of

the board and confirmingthe governor’s
patent. In 1879 the commissioner of the
United States general land office placed
these railroad lands upon the

list

to be forfeitedto the United States.
P. H. railroad

I

its conditionsand confirmed all reversionary rights unto the State of 'Michigan.

This was supposed to affirm and

or«“A»,

finally

Good* arecheerfully shown, a* I aim to please
patrons. Don’t forget the place, opporite
Walui'eDrag
K.A.BRAYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 14,
1 ly

my

Store.

1882.

or

CbDBnmptloBud . Pr.m.

I®2?* H

pnek«e, j.r.1 1 p.ckn^e. fotfd.of wlllb.^een.

1 Is a positive and efieclnalremedy for all Nervous Diseases In every stage of life-youngor old,
male or female. Such os Impotency,Prostration,
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality, Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which sn unnaturalwaste of life springs, sll o
which canndt fall to undermine the whole system
Every organ Is weakened,every power proetratea,
and many forms of disease ore generatedwhich.
If not checked, pave the Vay to an eariy death. It
relnvenates age and relnvlgoratesyouth.
Each packageconUlns sufficientfor two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will he
sent free, with full particulars.
Bold by sll Druggists at 60 cent* a package, #r
twelve packages fcr $6.00, Will be rout free by
1

.A week made at home by the indastrioas.Beit business now bem
fore the public. CaplUl not need
ed. We will start yon. Men.
yjm
ffii women, boys and girls wanted
everywhereto work for ns. Now
la the time. Yon can work in spare time, or give
yoar whole time to tb4 bnslness. No other business will pay you nearly as well. No one can foil
to make enormoas pay, by engaging at once,
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fast,
A Oure
easily, and honorably. Address TBUE A CO..
Bold In Hollandby D. B.
AugusU,
42-ly

wL

.Yiyu7^w*-vth. n

'

#
m

Maine

1882.

t. Any

Ssa 8. Any

«>..

Guaranteed. Ba«hlo,N/Y.
Meengs. 6S-ly

FALL AND WINTER. 1883.

MILLINERY AND
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods.
Gloves, Collars, Laces,

Justice of the Fence, of Ottawa

any provision of Section 1, of this ordinonce, upon
m the V,
complaint of any perron, In com1th th*
the statuteof the Bute of Michigan,
pl lance
nee w
with

convictionan^‘~
anch complaint,impose any each penalty
jjenaiHee,os 1* providedin bectlon 2, of this

enact whereby

congress relieved the original grant of alj

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
•erved In every style at all hour*.

violate

company, or Bowes, then tor
_ ml
__ lemeonon, and ipon
mUd

applied to congress and were successful in
obtaining the passage of

„

Self Abase
• Loss of Memory,
IfFIIE TAKU$,Uaiverstl Laeslle. Pain in the Back, DimoMS
tads.

ante’s
The ___ TOM

of lands

contracts or further in-

formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Patten * Sons’ store.

WRITING DESKS,
MUSICAL BOXES, ETC.

of

hoy, or other perron,who shall
nay provision of Sectionl,of thl* ordlnanee, *hall upon convictionthereof, be punished
by iftoe not exceeding five dollar*, and the cost of
prosecution,or by Imprisonment la the common
| jail, of the Coanty of Ottawa, for n period of not
exceeding Ive days, or by both fine and imprisonmeat at the discretionot the ooart, before whom
the offender, or offenders,are convicted, and in
case each magisfrtt# or eonit only impose* n In#,
th* offender,or offenders,any be sentenced to be
imprisoned In the common fell of Ottawa Coanty,
aatU anch fines and coats are paid, for a term not
drr«»dMMii«» tea davs,
8*0.

PHOTO ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
CHECKER, CHESS BOARDS,
POCKET BOOKS,

SONS.

---

supreme court

Haywood,

&

iSn

or

hlbltsd from throwiig know-bail* , or 1
•abtunce at Mom* or partoa* in alelghs
vehicle*,drawn by on* or more horees,
animals, *tandlng or moving 00 th* pnblle afreets,
alley*, or other pabllc place*,tn the City of Hollnnd.

this case reached the

VAN PUTTEN

P.rtlcul.r.ln o.r p.mpbl«t which ..
to .end (re. bj nHI toYrerr one. The
BfweticMedicineU Bold by nil drnnUUt |1 per

®V;«dnutS,Sd Skt pSSwwwS

was

Chance for Bargains.

ifftotowfa

Bowes commenced and ejectment case.

When

etc.

torrhea, Impoteney, and all
INaeaaeathatfoIlow as a sequence

I

order to enforce his claim upon these lands

it

.

CIIT

For making

gliab Remedy,
an anfallinccnro
for aeminaf weak
neaa, Sperma-

all boy*,

KioolL.?

i tf.

H. A. Brayman’s

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARK The Great En-TRADI ““

rRAOK

«

Oak

Cigars, Tobaccos, Candies A Nuts.

j

Bagley, patented them

We will bny all the Stave and Heading
Bolts yon can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

Holland, Jan. 18th, 1688.

:

SMS
Kh?

of railroad lands, through Governor

Pubilsher,
Y. City.

Woodsmen.

Stave Bolts. 80 inches long.
Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
I have received a large and well selected stock Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
of all kinds of
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

HATS and CAPS,

and all other perron*,
skating, or attemptingto
skate, ran or use velocipede*,or bicycle*,on the
sidewalk*of Eighth and River streets, in the
City of Holland; and from flying kltea on Eighth,
River, and Fish etreeta. In the (3ty trf Holland, or
in *nch proximityto *ald etreeta,that In fhlltng,
they can fall on to either of said streets;sll boy*,
and other perrons, arc prohibited from amplng or

no action in regard to these lands since

ENGLAND,

COTTON FLANNELS,

levy and sale under the Oakland circuit are prohibitedfrom
judgment were void. The elate bad taken

W.

Farmers and

White Ash Stave

WOOLEN FLANNELS,

wagons, and other vehiles,
in the streets and alleys of the
City of Holland; and to throwing
enow-baits, or other missiles, at
teams, or persons in sleighs, and
other vihiolesattached to teams,
stand ina ormovina on the streets,
in the City of Holland.

Gould

I.

ThiBun, N.

DRESS GOODS,

to the jumping andoiimbing on to

sold and the entire

86,700 acres were bought in by Mr.

reaa

^-consisting of*-^

biouoles, on the sidewalks of Eighth and River streets;

the Griswold title. Under these executions

ervy,°sdrati*c,
and domestic Intelligence make
Tn WiKLY Bun ihe newspaper for the farmer’s
household. To dabs of ten with 10 , an extra
free.

and

sleighs,

NERVOUS SUFFERERS*

NOTICE.

Fish streets; to the use of veloci-

point upon which the supreme court upset

Store

year just

DRY DODDS

oars at the depots, and moving to
and from the depots; and on to

STREETS,

1

107.

lands were sithated,thereby avoiding the

Ward Grocery House

CO., Prop’ra,

BUFFALO, N. Y..U.S.A.

of Eighth and Rioer streets; to
fiuing kites on Eighth, Rioer, and HOSIERY,
pedes,

the attention *f

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

Relative to ehating on the sidewalks,

A subsequent step in the case was that
Amos Gould obtained an assignment of
the above judgment from Messrs. Fuller
& DeGraff to himself, and took an execu
tion for each county separate where these

call

the people of Hollandand vicinityto the fact that

Insanity and
wrong.
Becanse in politics it has fonght for a dozen an early
years, withoutintermission and sometimes almost grave. The
In .the
alone among newspapers, the fight that has re- BpeciflcMedi
sulted In the recent overwhelmingpopular verdict cine is being
against Robcsonlsm and for honest goverment. used with
No matter what party is In power, Thi Bun stands wonderfulsuccess.
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
and will continue to stand like a rock for the interget full particulars.
eats of the people agalnat the ambition of bosses,
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or ilx packages
the encroachment*of monopolists, and the dishonfor |5. Addressall orders to
est schemes of public robbers.
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO., _
All this ia what we are told almoat daily by onr
Buffalo, N.Y.
friends. One man holds that Tax Bun is the best
Bold In Holland by D. R. Miinos
51-ly.
religions newspaper ever published, because Its
The Board of School Examiner* of Ottawa Co., Christianityis undiluted with cant. Another hoida
will meet to examine applicant* to teach In the that it is the best Republicannewspaper printed,
not. life is sweeping by, go andpublic school* of *aid county,at the following becanse it has already whipped half of the rascals
dare before yon die, something
ont of that party,and is proceeding againstthe
mighty and sublime leave beplace* and time:
other
half
with
nndiminisned
vigor.
A
third
beCoopenvllle,March 28, 1883.
hind to conquer time.” 6 6a
lieve*it to be the best magazine of generalliteraweek In yoor own town. fSootGrand Haven, March 80, 1888.
ture
in existence, becauseltsreaders miss nothing
lit free. No riak. Everything
Zeeland, April 0, 1883.
worthy
of
notice
that
is
current
in
the
world
of
Examinationswill commencepromptlyat 0 a.m.
new. Capital not reqnlred.We will famish yoa
thought.
80
every
friend
of
Thi
Bun
discovers
Teatimonlala of good moral character required.
everything.Many are making fortunes.Ladies
one of its many sides that appeals with particular make as much as men, and boys and girl* make
By order of the Board,
lorce to his Individual liking.
JA8. F. ZWEMER, Sec’y.
great pay. Reader, if joa want bnalneas at which
If yon already know Thi Bun, yon will observe yon can make great pay all the time, writ* far
Spbino Laki, Jan. 81, 1888.
that In 1883 it is a little better than ever before. If particular* to H. HALLETT A CO., Portland,
you do not already know Thi Bun, yon win find it
42-ly
to be a mirror of all human activity,a storehouse
of the choicest product* of common sense and 1magination, a mainstay for the cause of honest government,a sentinelfor gennlne Jeffersonian Democracy, a scourage for wlckedneaaofevery speciee,
and an uncommonly good Investmentfor the com-

An Ordinance,

regularity to defeat the Griswold title.

were again

,

FROM

Terms to Hell BnbeorlWn.
honse on Tenth street, opposite Centennial
The several editions of Thi Bun are sent by
Park, that was recently occupied by Mr. For the next thirty days, we will “close
mail, postpaid, aa follows:
out ” our entire stock of
deeds, and continued doing so until the J. Dnursemajand that he can be found
66 cents a month, 96.50 » year;
DAlLY-ftft
supreme court, in the case or Griswold vs. there at all hours of the day apd nieht, by
with Banda
^NDDA?-EighTp*li? j?l JM) a year.
Fuller* DeGraff (85th Mich.,) declared persons desiring his aervicei. 2-2w.
WEEKLY— $1 a year. Eight p
matter of the
bis title void. The merits of the case in

the lands

city. H. BGONK.
1882.
25-tf

Holland, July 28tb,

pally in Ottawa county, giving warranty

this decision

In this

dealers everywhere.Directionsin eight languages.

THE
News

ONLY

much of

HEARSE

with the finest horses and carriagesfor' funeral

purposes, which I will fnrnlsh

world. Every bottleguaranteed.Sold by medicine

Subscribe for the

nies, viz., so

I have the neweat and best
city,

intenultad extern*! remedy In the

1883.

state

near Eighth,

The undersigned desires to
Tht

and can assure our patrons that the Lard purchased
of ns, Is perfectlypure and of fine quality.
each successive decision upset the several
any opposition it has not yet been maniG. J. VAN DUREN & CO.
claims, the amounts for which these lands
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15.
2fested, although the printed bills have
were returned was charged back to the
been public property for a week or two.
countiesand towns in which they were
The following is a brief review of the his
situated,until the amounts so charged at
tory of these lands as your reporterfinds
present are sufficient to bankrupt some of
it. If there are errors in it he is not
the towns in which large tracts of these
aware of it, and will take pleasure in cor
lands are situated.For it must be rerenting them if ppinted out:
membered that, under these several preBy an act approved June 8, 1856, contended titles, these sandy lands have been
gress donated these lands to the State of
THE
stripped of every available and valuable
Michigan, to aid in the construction of a
stick of timber. The poor fellows who
road westward from Port Huron, in the
have bought in good faith, cleared farms,
county of St. Clair, to some point on or
built houses, etc., now seek to secure
near the mouth of Grand River, in the
legislationby which they shall have valid
county of Ottawa. This grant was subPRINTED IN
titles and something to show for their
ject to a condition that for a specified
hard earned, and in many cases twice paid
time— I think 10 years— the railroad which
for, homes, and that, as I understandit, is
was to be benefited by this grant should
the story of the “Griswold,” “D. & M.,”
carry U. 8. mails and troops free, and also
“Gould,” or “Bowes” lands.— Defrofr
that the read was to be built within 10
supervisors began to assess them,

side of the question. Indeed, if there is

the

Street,

the city.

ache, and all pains and aches.

ket and considered as private property

in making more friends for their

years from

On Market

In

exceeding-

ly rare in such cases, already has
effect

many instancesbona

difficult to ascertain the

suggestions. This course stamps the pur-

VAN DUREN &

The oldest established Stable

“/V.-'S

chasers to pay two purchaseprices; It is

was prepared some time ago, and copies
sent to each member from counties in
which these lands are situated, and to
others interested, inviting criticism and
bill

G. J.

all those years these several par-

have been selling these lands, com-

ties

&

as "the "Detroit

poses of the friends of the

yn tW

there was no just basis for the transfers.
from this Dii-

of the introduction of a

title in

City Meat Market,

had never been complied with, and hence

by

otice has been given in the House,

by congesa

ditions of the original grant

THOMAS'

D-

.

heretofore, viz,

BOOlsTE,

8 so. 4. This ordinance shall take effect, twenty,
day* after It* passage.

Passed, Fcbaary14th, A. D. 1888.
Approved,Febaary 14th, A. D. 1883.
W. a. BEACH, Mayor.
Attest: Geo. II. Birr, City Clerk.

____ wmedy.ro
----------------- J year Druggist for It, and
Aoonrr no imitation on *uB#Tmnrn.If he
hna not got it, send to as and we will forward
immediately. Price, 76 cents per bottle.
F. i. CHENEY k CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Bold by Scbouten A Schepers, Holland.

Ruches, Corset*, Burtlee Hoop Skirts, Hair Goods, Knit
Goods, Zephyr, Cardboard, Kmting Silk, Fur Trimming,
Beaver, Ulster Cloth, black and colored, Jackets,
Dolmans, Fur lined Circulars.

A

L.

full assortment of the latest HaU, Ikmnets, and Turbans, Birds
Featbers.andPlumea.Preaa Bilk, Batin, Plush Velvet, Crape, etc.

& S. VAR DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET.

HOEEA

3STD.

MICH.

Wheat

JOTTINGS.
Did you get

Snow

Esquire Fairbanks
house by

i

Doesburg has returned home

a visit to Detroit.

is confined to his

La4t Friday an old resident of Grand

illness.

Haven, John W. Hopkins, died at the age
-- Did you receive a gaudy one-cent token of 60 years.
•
of esteem (?) last Wednesday.
The new general- offices of the Chicago

has settled considerablythe past

1

.

few days.
pf

^UiWon
from

a Valentine ?

Mr. D. NliWard*

$1.00 $1.02 and $1.03 per bushel*

visitingthe family of her uncle, Mr. B.

is

was in town last Wednesday.

will be ready for

occupancy

Nrxt Mbriday Johnny Duuraema and
Mr. C. F. Kennedy, of Grand Rapids,
Dr. F. J. Schouten and family have
Mrs. J. Duursema wUI leave for Fremont.
was
in the city last Wednesday looking
moved Into the large residence, lately
May sucassa follow them.
after the taxes on a lot of Singer Sewing
vacated by Mr. J. Duuisema, on Tenth
Machines. __
Mat the summer breezes never blow street, opposite Centennial Park.

__

upon the wretch

We

Which we

payment

Before you condemn a

local paper for

not giving news, stop and see if you

that can milk thirty-three cows before

can

jreakfast This

woman may have

the

think of anythingthat is not in its col-

(

umns.

ness on the marriageablemen of our city.

We

airy but she can’t inflictno

such

cerning politics.

ye shall try
J. J. Fifleld, formerly of

now

is

Holland,

In a

and

Iron Mountain railway and lives

The

Poplar

at

than any other etove.
i

this office, visited his

Seventeen pew

young

week. Not

jeingwell pleased. The Colonel has a

in a

way

that

makes his

Jas. Huntley and Chas Odell as Captains

shipping cuttings of the wild grape found
in Michigan to the vine-growing countries

of the sides. The "game” will be counted

Europe. When

of
at the City Hotel at 7 o’clock p. ra.

In Parlor Wood Stoves we have a large variety
of every kind, representingaeveral eerlea of the
Detroit and other prominentworks. In this line

tomt AWctaa.

axd

POND’S IXTIACT ........ ..50c.,11-00, 11.75Catarrh Cure ••••• 75
Toilet Cream- ....... 1.00
we hold several second-hamlstoves which can be
pliiter ........... «5
Dentifrice........... 50
lahileKGItM50c.)1.QD had very cheap. In
Up Salve ........... 25
Mattltyrtafl***"*5
Toilet SoapOCtket). 60

only have the pew-renU large-

MedicatedPaper—
Ointment ........... 50
Family Syringe, $1.00.

25

Cooking Stoves
We

No church can make progress without a

Mr. T. T. Lyon, of South Haven, is

dulge in another hunting match, with Mr.

raouunn

speaks well for the future of the church.

lectures very entertaining.
our local hunters will In

which la an entirely new design In Parlor Coal
Stovea,matching the latest atylee In fnrnltnre.
We also have. several cheaper Gradea.

JtienwweoWinhytterfcw*""*

are more liberal than ever before. This

front of their places of business.

Next Tuesday

ilttlP

lyjfincreased but the Sabbath collections

isppy facultyof mingling the sentimental

and the humorous

have been
in Hope Reformed

-holders

“The New Ideal”

the pastor. Seven families took pews this

cellent satisfaction,the entire audience

Last Wednesday our merchants were
all busy having the snow and slush
shovelled off from the sidewalks in

these cutUngs are suffi-

bIJSSib on Anuotmm

Some of our “sports” attempted to

The Dawson building, on North Divi- "POND'S EXTRACT CO.f
14 Weft 1 4th Bt,New York.
sion street, which has been unoccupied
Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.
for some time, is being filled with a etock

nite time In the ftatnre, but the goodi to select

fish

-

Knights of the Maccabees of this through the ice of Lake Michigan, about
being unable to secure fine music for two miles outtrom our harbor, last week,

Tke

town. We

their dance on Feb’ry 23, have postponed but their endeavors proved fruitless. The
the party until

a few weeks

“boys” say

later. It is

and make the party

first class

respect.

The

have brought us a

in every mess of white fish; hqwever, they Intend
going again, when vs hope they will be

River and Harbor bill reported to

Tuesday contained

the following ap-

to catch the fish.

Standard 'Roller Mills have been

Doing since list Monday moroiog at
propriatlons:Michigan City, Ind., $50,- tun
l
o’clock to th^ p regent time without a
000; Black Lake, $6,000; Grand Haven,

tives Rose,

Shepard, and Snyder deserted

him. The

result of the ballot was:

;

readers to the
Messrs. G.

J.

new

advertisement of

Yin Duren & Co., proprie-

Willetts 9; Haochett, 1; Stout, 5;

ife

In

W. Van

Soldier's

Iolland Crrv News and elected the

Uw

is still several hundred barrels

of

Union

the

7an Schelven, is Secretary, and Mr. J.

make

A

committee was

appointedto

Or-

Jbicago members bf the Knight Templars,

then adjourned. It appears to ns

this vicinity,to give this

organization a large and influentialmem-

late in the afternoon,

way
& D’a.” He

to

our D.

left the city, however,

in

charge of

the

and very

near found his

a friend, and

is a sadder, but a wiser

“ habitation of

we presume be

man by

terday.

tm

pdr

ITEW stock:

STONE.

—

OF

—

MSI, BOOTS & SHOES
Succesiora

Schouten

to—*—
at received

&

at

—

Schepers.

E.

PRESCRIPTIONS

members.

HEROLD,

B. B. Godfrey, our

JEighth Street, Holland, Mich.

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

wide-awakepbysl

clan, reports but littlesickness.

DR. L.

he has gone “over north.”

SCHIPH0RST,

Graduateof the University of Leiden, will be propared, at all honra of the day or night, to attend
to patioute.

MR. A. HUIZINGA, PreacrlptlonClerk employed by the old firm will atill continue In oar
employ.

Tuesday,but he vanished again, guess

CALL AND SEE US.

8CHEPER8 & 8CH1PHOR8T.
olulHD, Mich., August

Van Putten &
Co., star'ed to running in their new
Factory, of Messrs. J.

Pierson, were in town last Tuesday looking for a site for a/tore.

There

two
of James

thla'rimf.

are

cases of measles in the

Kelly, both doing well
quarters in the Plugger Mills building. family
under
care
of
Dr.
J. I. Wilkinson.
Last week Friday evening erne of| the On Tuesday we paid the factory a visit
and gathered a few facts conceruing the
The Grange social, held at the residence
most pleasant social gatherings whi
has been our pleasure to attend,took place institution which may be of interest to of Frank Phelps, on last Thursday even-

in connectionwith Hope Reformed

dlffwmt kind.,

an apparent elephant on the hands

HudsonviUe Items,

last

in

81,

1888.

_

80-ly

B.

Holland. Mich., Bepi

HEROLD.

1.1880.

S. Sheldon and Theo. Barber, from

,

Last Monday the Holland City Butter

Tub

Patent Wire.

We would respectfullyInform the cttlaeniof this
to supcity and vicinity, that we ahall endeavor to merit
port the Union with their energy and their the patronageof all the old cnatomera and as
money. As the Urilon now is, it is a dead many new onea u may ae* fit to patronise nsfi

of its

1 T> T?

_

Btrbw) ind plain of

bership—members who are willing

etter,

n T! WT

that

md other high degrees of masonry, passed
Wm. Yeomans has sold his farm tt
through
this city on the night express
will be no need to enforce the ordinance^
Frank Webster. Consideration, $2,250.
Thursday morning last, on a visit to the
Mr. B. E. Green is buying considerable
A constable from a neighboring village similar lodges In Grand Rapids. They
wheat
at the elevator, paying 95 to 98 cents
was in our city last Monday for the pur- comerred the 81st degree upon some canper
bushel.
pose of making an arrest The temptaiates while there, and ended their visit
We saw Mr. F. L. Souter on our streets
tions of the “corajaice’’dispensed in
lb a banquet at the Morton House

much for the poor
inrsday evening. The excursion reconstable,and he became "gloriously turned to Chicago on the noon mail yes-

Dm

there ought to be enough “old soldiers” in

and in

—

--

BOK8.

ENCE WIRE,

|

WARD

time in the near future. The meeting

this city,

-

4

arrangements for the

watchful eye on pour boys and there

town, proved too

1883.

for

Kramer, is Treasurer.

behind the orders received.

FIRST

offi-

the ensuing year.
Mr. J.L. Fairbanks is president, Mr. G.

cers

.

J.nn.r,,A. D.
cent k. low 0,»d H.pld. pric-.t
v»«8A'bD'S0CLE,
CflAB. B. SOULE, ___
R. KANTERS ft BON 8.
circuit Court Commissioner in and for the County
of Ottawa, Michigan. „
Exdtisite Bale her* for (Ko Brinkcrhcf
Arknd Vibscmo, Solicitorin Perron.

Union met in the office of the

holding of a “social gathering” at some

drunk”

.

Michigan,

fwtj '»crM*on.iid,'bo

Last Wednesday evening the Holland

Last Mondsy night Columbia Fire
Ward. They intend to keep their market
Engine
Co., No 2, gave an oyster supper
supplied with the best and choicest meats
at Lyceum Hall, at which the Common
that can be procured, and as they are enCouncil, and the members of the press of
terprising and experienced butchers, there
this city, Eagle Engine Co., No 1, and
is no reason why they should not succeed
Star Hook and Ladder Co., No 1 were
in their bntiness.
present The evening was spent In social
Our City Council have passed the
... . music
. ......
. ...
__________ „
enjoyment,
and
speach-maklng.
dinance relativeto boys throwing snow- 1 Mayor Beach, ex-mayor Harrington, and
balls, jumping on sleighs, etc. Our ju- Ichlef Werkman addressed the “boys”
venilesnow want to be careful or they will
id gave them some good advice.
feel the mighty arm and ponderous claw
of Marshal Vaupell on their slender An excursion consisting of four Pullbodies; and also have the pleasure (?) of nan Drawing Room Cars, filled with

this

Full Assortment

I

'‘u.'SXof

Buren, 1; Lathrop, 1; Stockbridge, 1.”

tors of the City Melt Market, in the First

a

bite •

“orth-west t-i -vr
F

Hannah, 2; O. M.

Barnes, 5; Wilhey, 1; Lacey, 1;

greatly improved during the past month.

occupying our “bastile.”Parents keep

still

Hclakd, Mich.

11:

AAA

The mill

i
We

H KANTERS

Newtou, 29; Culcheou, 7: Burrows,

Begole, 2; Palmer, 2;

KANTKR8 & SONS.

Nails! Nails!

Coomlsaiooer

;t

quality of the flour manufactured haa
desire to call the attention of our

R.

one o'clock In
In the afternoon, at the front door
of
In the City of Grand Haven, of Nal)l on j^nd and Intend to keep ap oar atock
ttf the Coart House,
Hod
Ijtho aabacrlber. a Circuit Court
»

tua coonty of Ottawa, and BtaU of
and described as follows, to>wlt: the

A*..* wvwa.e* - wn
An nnn TN— » tv
mm til maa#J«ta/4 /wav* 1
flf
$8,000; White Riw, $8,000, Frtnkforjl The mill received over 1,000 bushels of
wheat last Tuesday from farmers. The
$10,000; Manlitee, $10,000.

We

^

fit
at

Ferry,

com-

the city

in

tor Ferry, benator White and Representa-

r»,wviouu.u
^

a

Riopelle, Robinson,union members, voted

fzo.uw;
Dougaiuca,$4,000; South Haven, stop, manufacturing200 barrels of flour a
$25,000; Sadgatuck,
$8,000; Muikegon, $15,000; Ludington,i day, which la vefy good this damp weather.
•

news we have ftom LansiBN Srtietk&y0ouJnvj? A? D. 1879.'"Notice is
ftt.B«ti*h PVhmarv
__
n iaM
February\^rcby^Klventhat
ke^by itae© . on
° the^
----- day
of February, A. D. 1888,
--

47

'LjHR

w

15: “Messrs. RlchanlsDn,Whitiog, Parke,

amply supplied with everything necessary

the National House of Representativeson
last

that if their “bait” had not

given out, they would

their intention to have the best of music

laateat

respectfullyInvite purchaaere to

pare merlta and prlcea of our goods with any other

Chancery Bale.

is •t.*
the fAllnwtntf
following dispatch dated

Indefi-

from-fram the cheapest oOoklug stove to an assortment of range* never before represented lathi*

In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit uourv
Court lor
for we
the v^uumj
County of Ottawa, in chanuircuit

sema
in this city and locality.
---------

The
city,

sel-

ecting from a paper to Allan order at

him

in a short time.

No

an

well filled treasury.

ciently grown, cions of the vine-producing of dry goods and groceries,by John Duurgrapes will be grafted upon them. It is sema, late of Holland. Mr. Duursema

literary social, given

also take the lead and repreaentold and reli-

able Oompanlea that warrant their work.

by the memgTATB OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for |
the County of Ottawa, In chancery.
bers of Grace (Episcopal) Church, on last hoped that in this manner the ravages of id n pleasant appearing gentleman, and
ABEND
VI88CHER,
Saturdayevening, at the residence of Dr. the phylloxera will be lessened. Mr. we wish
Fremont Indicator.
Complainant.
Gee, was a very pleasant affair. It is to Lyon has already shipped about 250,000 The Indicator'swishes are echoed by the
JAMES M. JOHNSON.
be hoped that another social will be given cuttings.
many and numerous friends of Mr. DuurThe

we have

Bealdee the above

friends in

added to 4he list
TuesChurch since Rev. T. W. Jones became

day evening last, seems to have given ex-

Bluff, Missouri.

Warrantedto excell anything alae In the market
econoihy and beaotyjregMateaeaaler.burni
ite
fnel cleaner and distributee the heat more evenly

for

Casie ” Braam, the apprentice in

“

give the decision in full

lecture of Col. Copeland, on

«ar

Hemrarhage*.

application to C. K. (jord, Baltimore, Md.

subsequentissue.

divisionsuperintendent of the

a

18W

of the Detroit Stove Works,

it on

Grand Haven this week. This is the
Stearns, and bride, in the city yester- “church case” was argued bdfore Judge
reason that our delinquent subscribers in
day. . They were the guests of their many Arnold at Allegan. The decision of the
this city, Itave not received a request for
Judge will be renderedafter a few days,
friends.
money on subscription during this week.
Mr.

the

JLNT)

busl*

Last Wednesday and Thursday the

noticed ex-train despatcher,Will

Anyone can get

numbers of

CROWN JEWEL

issued a littlebook full of interesting in-

formation. It gives facts and figures con-

Isms ©f

.

pattern

The next, and third entertainmentof
Last Wednesday Mr. J. W. Bauer, of
the winter’s course, is booked for Wednes\ Hastings, smoked bis after-dinnercigar at
day evening,February 28ih, and will be
Mr. M. Harrington, of Fillmore, shot a ^0oUy Hotel. Mr. Bauer is the traveling
given by Eugene J. Hall, the poet.
large white owl last Tuesday, Ihs^Tepresentatlveof the Wheeler & Wilson
measured 55 inches from tip to tip of his^ geW|Qg Machine Company,
The Baltimore and Ohio railroad has
in Dakota wants a husband

reasonable pries* and

offer at

Oar line eompriseslall the

THE WONDER OF HEMJNIH

that continually inhabita

A woman

havs a foil line o:

and Coal Stores,

It

the stairway leading to this office.

wings.

Sti

PailorWooi

m

in about three

weeks.

P. Higgins.

Parlor

'

West Mich. R’y Co., at Muskegon,

Mihs. Ella Skinner, of Sanborn, Iowa, anfl

Grand Bapids,

MSl:

Van Putten & Co
men in Jhe factory,

our readers. Messrs. J.

ing,

was

a

success. The proceeds

amounted

B. WYNHOFF, Otto Breyman
EIGHTH STREET*
We

-Dealer

in

.......

have added a complete stockjof

DRY GOODS, Jewelry. Watches,
DIAMONDS,

to $22, net The time and place of holdChurch. The parsonage of that Church at present employ 20
QENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
and
8
men
in
the
cooper
shop
attached
to
ing the next one is not decided yet.
was filled with members and friends of
the congregationwho had come together the factory, making a total force of 28
From certain rumors that are in the air,
Notions, Hosiery, Woolen tarns? Jilnmn,
ud htcj 8»li
to give the pastor, Rev. T. W. Jones, and men employed. The capacity of the and the very marked attentions that a cernsuinf*
art t? is
U
rpnAlvifwr
!w«’
think
Etc.,
Btc.Iwhlch
we
offer
for
sale
at
vervlow
tain
young
lady
receiving,
Jwe
think
'his family, a hearty welcome to their new manufactory ip 800 butter tubs per day.
there is liable to be a wedding in this prices. Our motto U: “Quick Bales jaad ImaJJ
home. Everything had been done.; to It is the inteution ot the firm to add a town very soon; a full report of which Profits.’’
1 have engaged the service* of Mr. N.
H. Reynold!, of Chicago, an expert
We have received a large etock of
make the event worthy of the occasion. new and improved lathe, and other will be given the readers of the News
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
The parsonage itself had been greatly im machinery to the factory, in the spring, when it takes place.
watchee, so that our work can be warMore
Anon.
which
will
greatly
increase
their
facilities
&
proved. New paper and fresh staining
ranted.
Zeeland Items.
made all the ropms look very attractive. for doing work, and will also furnish
Our itock of CROCKERY Is large aad complete,
It is rumored that Mr. I. Verlee will and onr stock of GROCERIESIs constantly being
The parlors were specially admired, the employment for about 12 more men. Mr.

mm

1

CLOAKS

elegant paper which covered the walls and

J.

Van

Putten informs ns, that there is

no open

a book store in this village.

DOLMANS.

replenished, kept fresh end full

FL0U(R

Mr- D. J. Werkman, formerly of Hoi
were unA
land, died at his home in this village last
at the expense of one man of the congre- able to procure enough bolts to make the Thursday morning. Mr. Werkman was
"it aUo kept constantly on hand.
gation. Every person seemed happy. contemplatedaddition, and he also stated an old resident of this “colony” and haa
The highest prices Is paid for hatter and egga
The ladies of the church, who had the that the factory will be enlarged as rapidr been identifiedwith mnuv business enter- and other Conntry Prodsce.
prises in this village and Holland daring
matter in charge, certainly deserve mnch ly as is practicable after the additionso
his long residence among us.
praise for the very successful manner in the coming spring are made. Thedemanc
Last Tuesday an 18 year old son of Mr. Gall and see our New Goods.
• which they did thelf difficult work. Abun- for the butter tubs manufactured by this John De Jong, in an altercation with a
dant provisionsadded to the pleasure of firm is very large, and Messrs. Van Patten stranger, nearly had his nasal organ
Goods delivered free of charge.
the occasion,much of which still re- & Go., already experience difficulty in severed from his bead. He bad said that
the stranger lied, and had no more than
mained uneaten at the close of the gather- filling their orders. We hope that success aaid it, when the man hit him on the note
Mr. H. Werkman still remains in the
ing. We think Rev. T. W. Jones and his may crown the efforts of this firm in the with a shovel, catting his face badly. store a* heretofore.
B. WYNHOFF.
family must feel gratified at the enthueias future, as success crowned the efforts of Dr. McK Best attended ipd reports no
Holland.
Oct.
26.
7-ly.
serious damage.
ceilings, having been pat on,

we Team,

tic social greeting they then received.

truth in the report that the firm

the “old firm” in the past.
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Within this secret gloom?
Thy bed is eet with Jewels
And crowned with lotus bloom.
By Isis and Osiris,
Thou hast a glorious tomb I

sentiments,”said he will be late for dinner, and Jack
Ponsonby wagers a hundred pounds
"But what were you going to con- that ho will not come at all.
“Never thought he really cared for
fess?”
“Nothing much, when you remember her,” said one.
“Great brute he is to neglect her,”
that she drove me to it. I grew so
tired of reading about those fellows, said Harkington, who would have given
that I swore rather than go there and half of his worthless life to stand in
meet them, Pd plead a sudden march Greylock’s shoes.

"How many solemn ages

or something, and get out of going en-

Hare passed since thou wort free
To sleep within my bosom.

tirely. So I wrote that my regiment
was ordered to Gheltam for six months,
then went to my unole’s.for some good
deer-stalking. But a cousin of hera—
she’s, more cousins, sir, .than yon can
count, and Pm one of ’em, God nelp ine
—was passing through Scotland at the
time,* and, as bad luck would have it,
stopped where I was for a couple of
days’ sport. Of course, he made it his
business, the minute he got to Paris, to
tell her of all the jolly acquaintances

“Those are

LOVERS AT THEBES, f
BT ELLEN M. HUTC3HINOBON.
In th« Eternal House they Bleep-

•How

is

it

“She always liked roses and carnations. Well, she shall have some. If

Carroll, gravely.

with thee, Prinoess,

Or saTl the Nile with me?
How is It with thee, Princess?"
"King, is it well with thee?"

“How many weary ages
Have passed us here in night?
I could we but wander
Forthwithto the Sacred Light—
Hear Memnon speak at sunrise,
And watch the skies grow bright!
Alas

A BABY*'

Shelton has sent for any they’ll be BUm Mary Hobart’s Lecture with a Live
Baby as an Illustration.
horrible, I know. Hasn’t a particle of
Thirty
women listened for thirty mintaste that way. Likes poppies, and
ntes
last
Saturday
night, in the Frankscarlet ones at that.”
Then he dispatched some lovely roses lin Institute,Philadelphia,to Miss Mary
and carnations, and went back to his Hobart, who told them "How to Wash
and Dress a Baby." The lecture was
rooms to prepare for his journey.
“Well, if he don’t show up this time
With his customarycarelessness, he illustrated. The illustration was kindly
furnished by a young mother in the
she’ll slip his cable sure,” observed a
arrived at the depot too late that afterstripling who was related to a First Lord noon, and wisely resolved to start bright audience.It had a very red face, very
of the Admiralty, and made it a point to and early the next morning. Not being bright eyes, a wee hit of a nose, and a
interlard his conversation with nautical accustomed to rise tefore eleven, it was voice. The lecturer, a fresh-faced,
phrases continually,much to the dis- with much difficulty that his servant handsome woman, began by explaining
pleasure of landsmen, who could not aroused him iu time to catch the half- bow to wash and dress a newly-born
.

whether they were apropos or not.
At that moment tlie sound of horses’
feet coming along the hard, smooth
road brought the whispered conversation to an end. Each man rose on
tiptoe as if the better to catch a glimpse
he’d made at Lord Dunbarton’s.What of the dog-cart which had passed the
was I doing? she asked. Deer-stalking, Lodge gate and was whistling through
her cousin replied. So there was the the many bends and turns of the avdevil to settle about when we met, and enue.
since then, why
”
Even the subdued murmur of many
“Well,
*
voices at the fireside ceases. Every face
“She’s never put anything warmer but one lights with expectation, and
than ‘dear* in her letters,'”confessed rests with eager inquiry on the grave
Canoll, with a melancholy look on his yet lovely face that is still turned to-

“Nay, the great gods have ordered
That here we shall abide;
I may not doff my cerements,
Thou mayst not clasp thy brlda.
Then Bleep,0 mighty Pharaoh,"

HOW TO WASH

tell

infant without drowning it in tho basin,

past niue train.

or causing it to burst by tight bandaging, "White Castile soap is the proper
that part of the country, had prevailed
thing to wash a babe with," said she,
for the last week, and half way to
"and the water should be at a temperaLeighton the carriage in which Carroll
ture of 100 degrees. Tho babe should
had seated himself struck a bad rail and
not be washed a little at a time. Its

Heavy and

violent storms, unusual in

was thrown against some rocks.
head, face, and ears should bo attended
Lonely and cold he was forced to
first, and then the entire body should
wait till matters could be attended to,
be immersed in the water, like this.”
and late in the afternoon of Christmas
The illustration was placed in a deep
Under the Mistletoe.
day he arrived at the Golden Cross, a
basin filled with water and the illustrasmall hotel five long miles from the
BY KENRIDGE.
tion manifested its disapprobation by a
Hall. Tired and hungry he rested for
howl. "In drying the child," continued
dinner, and lingered so long over Ids
CHAPTER 1
Miss Hobart, as she lifted the squalling
wine that the small hands of the dirty"My dear fellow, I wouldn’t take the handsome face.
ward the burning embers; thejiandsome looking clock pointed to 10 before he bit of humanity out of the bath, "do not
trouble in the first place; and, in the
rub the child much, but pat it carefully
The Major’s expressionof amusement eyes flash with a glow which might well was properly arrayed for the party.
second, my charming cousin will expect deepened into a broad smile.
until dry. Then powder it with starch
match the flames they rest upon, but no
The landlord had ordered a rather
me for the Christmas party sure," and
“She is sensible. I’d do the same if sign comes from the calm,, immovable rickety old Tilbury to convey him to or Bermuda arrowroot,”and the sqnallthe Hon. Carroll Greylock stretched I were her.”
figure carelessly reclining in the large the Hall, aud as he took his seat in it, er was liberally besprinkled with a
himself out comfortably on his low, luxwhite powder. “Some mothers,” said
“I’ve no doubt of it. A man would arm-chair.
with the keen north wind cutting his
urious divan, and gazed sleepily and degenerate into anything miserably
Then the door opens.
cheeks and rapidly flushing his nose, the lecturer, "in drying a child’s ear,
complacently through thin clouds of egotistical and selfish if he were to beShe waits until the groom announces Carroll thought it sufficient expiation dig it out this way.” The illustration
smoke at his friend opposite.
—not the Hon. Carroll Greylock, but for all the sins he had ever committed, blinked its eyes, puckered its mouth,
come a woman.”
"Well, what of that? Your cousin
“But that’s not to the point,” said the Maj. Shelton, then Lelia Carlford rises or might possibly venture on in the and let out a wild yell. ‘‘Use a soft rag,
can wait a little longer. A week or so Major. “I’ll finish the letter as long as and walks across the room with easy
wound around the little finger,” and as
future.
will make no difference. Don’t know /began it. Begad, there’s not much grace and dignity, and greets him with
“If Lelia could see me now,” ho mut- the action was suited to the word, the
that she is over-anxious to see you anymore to read. She tells you her aunt file same welcome smile that she would tered through Ids chatteringteeth, “she illustrationcrowed gratefully."In
way. Lot me have a look at her invita- is well, and her uncle most cured of the have given to Carroll himself.
dressing,” went on tho speaker, "the
would pitv me.”
tion-will you?’’
All hear the hearty, cordial words.
gout, and that she attended the first
Then tfie thought occurred to him bandages should be loose enough to
Greylock searched one pocket after representationat the Comique with one None can hear the angry throbbing of that in the present state of affairs she slip two fingers underneath,”and as the
another, at length bringing forth a small of the before-mentioned gentlemen, and her heart. She is determined to ignore
would probably be more inclined to babe was deftly turned on its stomach
morocco note-book, and with a lazy jerk goes to the Russian Ambassador’sball all knowledge of Greylock’s existence sneer; and a sober melancholy settled it grunted. Then came tho ticklish
undid the silver clasp which was not in- this very night with another. Then it’s in view of the terrible slight be has put over Ids usually-cheerful
spirits as the operation of pinning the band. Miss
clined to open readily.
not likely she’ll be at home till next upon her, not only in the presence of old rig rumbled along the beech-lined Hobart showed how to do it without
He selected a dainty letter from which week herself. How far is it from the all those men at the window, to whom road with tall trees waving cold and sticking the pin more' than a sixteenth
came the perfume of ambergris as it city there?”
he had confided his promise to come frosty branches on either side.
of an inclj into the baby’s back, a prowent spinning through the air and landand
receive
with
Lelia
for
the
last
time
“He don’t give the ball in the city as
It was after 11 when he arrived there, ceeding she said that nearly all infants
ed in Maj. Shelton’s outstretchedhand. it happens. How should he when eve- in her uncle’s home before he should
and the party was at its height. Ho object to. The lecturer advised that
The Major carefully adjusted his rybody’s out of it now? No, he’s taken take her to his own, but the women had left the state carriage of the Golden where it was practicable and could be
glass, the better to read the epistle.
a house not ten miles off from Sir also — they knew better than all others Cross at the Lodge gate, aud, now that done .properly, the broad linen straps
‘“Dear Canoll— ’ by Jove she’s not George’s, and there she’ll be dancing his continued indifference to her.
he is standing opposite the brilliantly- should be sewed and not pinned. “In
Sir George is not there to introduce
very affectionate. Now when Lady her heels off while we’re smoking and
lighted entrance,a strange dislike to putting on the babe’s socks,” continued
the Major, bjit Lelia meets him with
Armstrong was setting her cap for me gossiping here.”
the pro tem. mother, cleverly thrusting
enter comes upon him.
last spring, you remember— just six
“That is all, except that she is as ev- the ease and familiarity of an intimate
Ho remembers the long drawing- a little pink foot into its wooly coverweeks after her husband’s death, too
ing, "be careful about tootsey-wootsey’a
er ‘your affectionate cousin, Lelia,’” friend. She is delighted to see her old room that opens from the side terrace
acquaintance of Baden again ; has Maj.
the first letter I ever got from her be- said the Major.
perhaps he can go in quietly there with- ’ittle toes. ’E don’t like ’e 'ittle toes all
gan with dearest — "
turned up, do ’e?” and the illustration
“But there’s something else — post- Shelton forgotten the charming walks out attracting notice or observation.
they enjoyed together at Carlshrue?
"Confound Lady Armstrong. Go on script, I guess— way down at the end,
But the footman already perceives lifted up its voice and howled a denial.
Or the drives along the Bois?
Miss Hobart then took a small piece
with that. I hadn’t got through with poked in the corner as if she had no
him, and throws the doors open wide.
The
men
at the window begin to
of
soft rag and washed out tho child’s
room
on
the
next
page
for
it.”
it myself, and have some curiosity to
So lie goes in.
mouth,
something, she said, that should
“Oh, yes! Ah— ahem! Why, it’s think that Shelton has followed her for
know how it ends.”
Through room after room he wanders,
the last twelve months with a persistThe Major looked at him in surprise. my name she mentions!” and the Major
and finds no trace of her whom his re- be done after each meal. General adency they were entirely unaware of,
vice was then given on keeping the babe
“Oh! ho!” he exclaimed,“that is involuntarilyran his fingers through
pentant heart seeks at last.
while
the women wonder whether it is
his
curly
gray
hair
and
glanced
across
even more interesting.The plot
But under the arch which separates away from a strong light; how to hanreally Carroll or the Major she is enthickens, as the villain in the play the room to ‘the long mirror hanging
the conservatory from the 'fartherdraw- dle it properly,and how to soothe it to
gaged to, her words leading them to
says. Now, as much as I despised her opposite.
ing-room hangs the mistletoe, and l>e- sleep when fretful. The lecture was
believe that the latter has but seldom
concluded by a practical illustration
fie
was
evidently
satisfied
with
the
Ladyship, I invariably finished her
1 neatli its protecting houghs two wellbeen out of her sight since she left Lonletters, every blessed one of them, and broad, burly but handsome figure it reknown forms are standing. The ma- showing how to change the bed clothing
don the year before.
lit my cigar with 'em afterward,”the flected, for he held up the letter again
jority of the guests are at supper, the expeditiouslyand without discomfort to
And the Major, only too happy to
and
read
with
much
satisfaction
Major added .so//o voce.
drawing-room is empty save the one the mother. The babe, comfortably
“By the way, I am not so inconside- be apparently taken to the favor which , who stands on the threshold, the two dressed and crowing with delight,was
“I believe you’re unable to read
his friend has so shamefully cast aside
handed back to its mother, and the auLelia’s writing, that’s the reason you rate as to overlook your bosom friend,
! forms before his curious eyes.
and trifled with, involuntarily lifts her
Maj.
Shelton.
Bring
him,
by
aU
means
;
The man’s back is toward him. but dience dispersed. — Chicago Herald.
don’t go on.”
hand to his lips, in silent joy and
“No; not exactly, though she writes he will doubtless j)rove a great acquisi1 he recognizesthe broad shoulders and
“Lincoln’s Height.”
pleasure.
so confoundedly tine, and, if that’s the tion to our party.”
gray head of his friend, the Major.
Abraham
Lincoln was just six feet
She sees that he understands her
“How about going home now — eb?”
reason you’re not going through it. I
The lady’s face is bent over the small
one
inch
when
I measured him in April,
words,
and
the
small
farce
is
well
forgive your negligence willingly; self- asked Carroll, quizzically.
bouquet in her hand, and scarlet pop18G0, I placed his back against the
played for the rest of that evening.
preservation above all things, and I
pies in place of his carnationsare shin“Well,” said the Major, with a reflectstudio wall, and made a mark over his
“Not so sharply hit but what she can
dare say she thinks the same regarding ive air, “I am not bound to go home,
ing in her hair.
head, as I had done in tho case of Senaconsole herself,” says Harkington.
yours.”
though there is every attraction, cerThe Major is talking in low but tor Douglas, two years before. I meas“Evidently expected this fellow, and
tainly— the Widow Markham and her
ured from the floor up to tho mark sevis glad Greylock didn’t put in an appear- earnest tones ; his arm is half around
“What’s that ?” asked Carroll sharply,
five daughters,and Mrs. Byford and
ance. Might have complicated matters, that lovely form, which, alas, his own eral times, in order to be sure I was
rousing up from a slight doze.
sister,and, above all, the pretty little
liad not encircled for— was it months? right, desiring to know the difference
you know,” said Jack, wisely.
“No matter, I’ll begin again. Dear
orphan I was telling you about. But,
“Heartlesscreatureshe is ! Engaged Yes, months ago.
in the heights of these two men, which
Carroll’— I say though, that rather
after Miss Carlford’s saying I will to a poor fellow in oqp city and walking
Doubt and indecision are clearly per- was just twelve inches. I thought Mr.
•ticks me, that dear does.”
doubtless prove a great acquisition to and driving with his bosom friend in ceptible on that handsome, troubled Lincoln fairly erect when I marked on
“Let it stick and be
,” growled
her yarty, faith, I’ve a mind to set all another!” soliloquized
charitable face. She lifts it at last, and sees past the wall. Possibly he might have
Carroll, too lazy to wind up with an
doubt at rest by going in person and female by the fireside.
the Major’s shoulderthe face of Carroll stretchedup an inch or two higher, but
energeticoath.
proring that I am.”
Greylock, his eyes fixed anxiously and at that date it is hardly possible he
“How very much I’d like to see the
The week went by, the day before steadfastly upon her.
Even Carroll could not help laughcould have expanded three inches in
beginning of one of yours to her,” said
ing at the determined expressionon the Christmas arrived, and still the erring
Then every shadow clears away. The length ! I am now reminded of a story
the Major meditatvely, swinging his
Carroll came not.
Major’s bronzed, good-natured face.
doubt gives place to a loving determi- told me while at Springfield, a few years
eyeglass round and round his finger as
Lelia Carlford and the Major had nation. The eves glisten with a light
“Go in aud wiu, then. I give you my
since, of Mr. Lincoln's faculty for
he spoke.
blessing— no charge, which is lotting been constantlythrown together within in their violet depths which his words stretching himself out in length. I did
Carroll made a slight movement of
you off cheaply, seeing that they usually that short period, and she appeared to never could awaken. The head is raised not know of this, however, at tlm time
uneasiness.
expect something for one from the al- take a deep and affectionate interest in higher— higher, until the lips of which I measured him, or I should have re“However, it's of no consequence.
him. He certainly reciprocatedwith a he thought himself the master were oftar.”
Here goes for the third and last time.
growing devotion, which every one fered in reply to Shelton’s passionate quested him to give his fullest height.
“I will go,” said the Major, finally.
The following is the story :
‘ I hope you have not forgotten your
"In fact, you know I always promised around could easily perceive.
caress.
A wager was made one day in Springpromise— was it a promise you made,
Pride was urging Lelia to persist in
Sir George to pay him a visit one of
Then Lelia gently turns her new field, between some old friends of Mr.
or Harry Fitzmaurice, to come down
these days. Never thought seriously this pleasant comedy. Love was fast lover round, and together they stand Lincoln and of 0. M. Hatch, late Sechere for Christmas? I forget which,
about going, but that postscript con- blinding the Major’s eyes to the treach- triumphantly facing the old one. She retary of the State of Illinois (also a
but you are both welcome, though I
erous part which he, as Carroll’s friend,
vinces me the time has come.”
leads the Major forward, gravely intro- tall, slender man), as to their relative
rather think it was Harry who said he’d
“And how about the orphan, and the was playing. However, it is likely ducing Carroll to him, .saying that* her height. Mr. Hatch was first placed
certainly come.’ ”
widow, and the rest,
will ex- that, but for an unfortunate incident, friends must henceforth be the Major’s against the wall, so a mark could bo
“That’s cool, i«n’t ib-?" interrupted
pect every mustaehed fellow around the engagement would not have been also.
made over his head, Mr. Lincoln rethe sleepy dragoon. “And I’m engaged
when the mistletoe bough is hung up?” thrown aside, as, alns for Carroll GreyThis caps the climax for poor Carroll. marking at the time, "Now, Hatch,
to her for I don’t know how long. But
“Sorry to disappointthem, but where lock, it was, within that very week.
He breaks out in an angry tirade against
go on, I’m resigned.”
A large gathering was to be held on Leila’s unfaithfulness and his friend’s stand fair.” When the mark was duly
beauty
calls me there you’ll find me.
made, Mr. Lincoln was placed beside it,
“ ‘The house will doubtless be full.
Suppose you go in my stead, Carroll?” Christmas night. Young and old were treachery,which, however, the entranc* and at first Mr. Hatch’s friends declarSir George has invited a number of
“Not for worlds! I’d rather stay in to join in an old-fashioned Christmas of the other guests silences immediately, ed that thev had won the wager. "Wait,”
Indian friends,and Bruce will bring
party. Sir George’s relatives from and the happy pair move away from
barracks.”
said Mr. Lincoln. "The mark is not
down several from the city, and Lord
“Suit yourself, then. I intend to go, Derbyshire and Devon, even cousins him, tl;e Major in his joyousness humyet made for me." Then he began to
Harkington and Jack Ponsonby and
though you won’t take me. I know came up from the picturesque Welsh
stretch himself out like India rublmr,
tvo or three others whom you know
Sir George well; ’tis a shame if I hills, bringing with them happy chil*
Off with the old.
and went nearly two inches above Mr.
well and always beat yon at billiards
dren
whose
voices
made
the
old
Hall
On with the new.
couldn’t get on with bis niece. I’ll give
Hatch’s mark, carrying off the stakes
we due to-morrow. I don’t suppose it
boyish laughter.
her your regrets aud say you’ll be there ring with cheery,
So they were married. People said amidst the shouts and laughter of the
•
*
will be convenient for you to come beon the fatal day.”
they did not agree as well as they might
fore next week. Don’t hurry on my acThe Hon. Carroll Greylock looked after the honeymoon was over. Lelia bystanders.
So it was settled that Shelton should
In the model of the statute I matte
count. Your duty has called you away
spend the holidays at Leighton Hall, out from his windows fronting the was too fond of dancing* all night at a of him 1 1878, 1 represent him six feet
so many times, let it keep you for
while Carroll, too indifferentto the frosty river, on the morning before ball, while her husband was compelled three and a half inches high, which is
awhile, 1 beg.’ What does she mean by
social pleasure over which his betrothed Christmas, and idly wondered how to stay at home with the gout. But
that?” asked Shelton, pausing.
over his real life-size.
was to preside, might remain in his Shelton and Lelia were getting on to- there were many evenings when Lelia
Mr. Lincoln looked taller than he
“Well,” said Carroll, with a contrite
luxurious chambers at the Albany till gether.
would willingly remain with him, and
really was, owing to his thin, bony, lank
air, “she’s a little sarcastic,but I de“Over
a
week,”
he
muttered,
yawnabsolute necessity called him to the
keep her eyes open at niquet, which
form. —Leonard W. Volk.
serve it. You see when she laid over in
ing, “and not a word from him yet. I
game she despised,though she always
Hall.
Paris last year I got so many letters
begin to think he#’8 falling in love with told him it was delightful,and he beA Small Story of Two Song.
from her with every fellow’s name in
CHAPTER IL
her.”
lieved her, as he thought so himself.
"Lemme
tell yer,” exclaimed old Na’em but my own, except at the beginThen he langhed. The idea of Dick
Not thirty miles from London, near
Uncharitable women, who would than, arising at an educationalmeeting
ning, vou know, that I grew rather tired
the banks of that river which England’s Shelton falling in love with any one; gladly have had a gouty husband them- and addressingthe assemblage, "dar
of it.”
writers have rendered immortal in poe- why, he must be 47 to a day, and his selves, said that she only did so when ain’t half as much in eddycation as a
“You’re right,” said Shelton,“I agree
try and song, and England’swarriors mustache turning from black* to gray, her pocket was low aud she needed a man in a moment ob 'thusiasm mout
with you entirely. To be sure it’s very
have added their own peculiar charms and a bald spot on the back of bis head check with which to pacify Worth or promulgate. I raised' two sons. Jim
agreeable to hear how well Tom Maoto, stands the handsome residence of which grows larger perceptibly every Jergeau.
went to school an’ got a good eddycakinzie looks with his l>eard off and only
week.
Sir George Leighton.
But the pair had a strong and affec- tion, but Tom stayed at home an’ neber
a mustache;aud what a sudden taste
Still, the thought gave him a vague tionate liking for each other, which is a looked inter a book, but ' yit he made a
A large party have gathered in the
Harry Satterlee displays in the matter
of neckties;and now Phil Brown’s front drawing-room the afternoon that uneasiness which had never agitated more blissful state than most married quicker showin’ dan Jim.”
"How?” asked a chorus of voices.
manner of waltzing has improved over Carroll Greylock is expected, the ladies his sluggish, indiffereut nature before, people dwell in. — Chicago Ledger.
“Why, he beat him inter de penitenhis previous performances— he used to iu small groups around the fire-side, a and he made up his mind to go down to
Mobehead City, N. C„ hasn’t ahorse, tiary by two days," exclaimed the old
hold you too loosely, you know, and now few of the men at the window idly spec- Leighton Hall himself.
His consciencebegan to reproach hijn mule, wagon, cart, buggy or wheelbar- man as he sat down with the air of a
he hugs just right. Of course these ulating among themselves regarding
things are pleasant to hear, but you the probability of the young dragoon’s for post neglect, so he went out and row within its corporatelimits. All the man who feels that the weight of evipurchased the most magnificent flowers houses are built on the river, and all dence is in his favor— Jrkajisaw Travdon’t exactly care to have the girl you’re arrival.
eler.
the going to and fro is by skiffs.
Harkington offers two “ponies” that he could lay his hands on fqr Lelia.
tngaged to telling them.”
"Sleep, Princess, at

my

side.
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cured of rheumatism by

_

St. Ja-

His Halr-IlreadthEscape* from Seen
squelched,not counting the “shoo fly” of
, Unseen Foes.
Ben Butler, was when Owen Lovejoy, of
[Troy Kansas Chief, Jan. Ifl, 1883.)
Most of our older citizens will remember Illmois, did it in 1862. Mr. Cox had been
Mose Kite (who lived in Petersburg Bottom), making A long and exhaustivespeech in
the House on the tariff. The members
the hero of our State’s early politic*! history,
.

New Turk in 1840.
The houses ugly, b$ing built of brick
and having areas' in the English style.
There are stone pavements everywhere;
the middle of the street is paved with
rough stones, which is very hard for
carriages ;:trees are planted in several
streets ; the general effect is that of a
large English country town with a
slightly Dutch aspect, wherein there is
activity created by a mercantile population numbering 300, 0(H).
*
Broadway is the principal street; it
contain* all t^e shops, the tinest houses,
and the leading establishments. Here,
however, everything gives the impressionof a city devoted to business.
There is not a monument, nor a wellbuilt house which is not spoiled by
something petty and in bad taste. *
¥ . The men belong to the ungraceful. but strong and robust, English
stock. I have seen many red-haired
damsels without detectingos yet one of
the much-praised American beauties.—
Souvenir d'un Dijilomatede Boeourt.

* *

*

We know from experience St.
cure rheumatism.—Peoria

will

Jacobs Oil
n

peculiarity of speech, of

a dozen other diseases, just as fatal, and this
was the wildest one of oil.”
The good Elder then recounted to us, in a
charming vein, his many adventures in the
rough and ready life he had led, “but,” he
saul, “remarkable as vou may think my warlike life has been, 1 have a much more interestingstory to tell you."

Illinois.”
“Tlie gentleman from Illinois now has

H. Benton made

rnlmppy Women.

Women

suffering from a weakened condition of the nervous system, nervous prostration, faintness,palpitationof the heart,
tremblings, headaches,weak kidneys, cold
extremities, pafn in the back, painful
periods, bearing down pains, etc., can tind
sore relief in just one bottle of Dr. Guysott’s
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla. Ask your
druggist to get it for you.

Russian Longevity.

remarked the doctor,
got up to leave, “I said
just now that America could produce
more cases of longevitythan any other
country. I must except the coldest rethe way,”

as his visitor

gions of Russia, as I understand there

level country about 100 leagues
square, sloping to the south, on the border of Siberia, where a year rarely
lasses in the course of which some
person does not die at the ago of 130.
I asked a Russian physician whether the

is a

]

circuit preaching, I consulted a doctor, who sale.
said I had dyspepsia After that, distressflng

palpitation of the heart followed,and the
physician said this was caused by mv

indigestionand diseased liver whicn
would probably tenninatefatally. Sometimes I had a ravenous appetite, at others
none at all. I was feverish and then chilly.
My food seemed to do me no good A
specialist told me I had a tape worm ! Then
I was troubled with unusual quantitiesof
water and a frequent desire to urinate,
which was done with difficulty and great

The travelerin England always notices a
singularanomaly— the weather is always
wet and the people are always dry.
Free to AU MlninterH of Churches.

When
it

does a clock conceal Iteelf?
gets behind time.
Personal

!—

When

!

The Voltaic Belt
will send Dr. Dye’s CelebratedElectro-

state.]

EVER MADE

A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY
STRICTLY PURE.

SALES

1

AMERICA.

LABGEETHAN EVER.
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Pacific Northwest!

i

•
!

Lung Balsam cured him,

as it

has many others,

Bronchitis.

has No Equal.

As an ExpectorantIt

For Sale by all Medlelne Dealers.
Offers the best field for Knilgrunts- via.: a
cllit
mild, equable und healthy cllinute;
cheap
lands of great fertility,producing nil varie*
tics of Grain, Fruit und Grasse* In wonderful abundance; an Inexhauatlble supply oi
Sure
Arsenaltit.,tit. Louis, Mo.
Timber; vaiit Coal Field* and other mineral
to/d C A-00 made in one month teaching. Address depoaits;cheap and quick trail aportatlon bj
tlJxto U Photo Enameling ProcessCo., Buralx>o,Wi«. railroad and river navigationdirect commerce with all part* of the world, owing to
BeanfifrdLadles^lOc.nixutrated Its proximity to the Pacific Ocean.

SCC
^00

week In your own town. Terms and $3 outfit
free. Address H. Hallett ft Co., Portland.Mo.
a

!

TWO^sof

NO DROUGHTS, NO INSECT PESTS.
NO HURRICANES, WHIRLWINDS, OR

HAIR

for_™’ffd
HULL’S
Store, 38 A 40 Monroe. Chicago.

15 to $20
A
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continued.

FAMOUS CASE

IN

The Mexicnff Ma fitting Liniment hoe
[been known for more than thlrty-flve
years us the best of all Liniments, for
Man anil Beast, its sales to tiny are
larger than ever. It cures when all
others fail, and penetmtes skin, tendon
nnd muscle, to tho very bone. Bold
every whoro.

Hunuleas to the Moat Delicate!

IN BOSTON.

per

aste

gents WANTED

tor the Beet and Fiatest-BoHing Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced 38
cent. National Publuuhno Co., Chicago,111.

j

ENGINES^™1dw

FREE

OTHER DESTRUCTIVE PHENOMENA.

The Lamia of the Pacific Northweatshow
an average yield of wheat per acre largely
In excess of that of any other section of the
United State*.
No failure of crop* has ever occurred.
Oregon Wheat commands a higher prion
than that of any other country in tho Liverpool market.
AnUnmente area of very fertilellailroaA
and Oovemment Lands, u ithin • atu reaehej
the trunk lines of the Northern Pacific R. JL,
the Oregon Railtray & Navigation, and the
Oregon A California R. R. Co.'» and theW
nutneroue branches in the great Valleys of the
Columbia and its tributaries, are nois offered
for sale at Ixnc prices and on Rasy terms, or
open to pre-empt ion and HomesteadEntry,
The great movement of population to ths
Columbia region note in vrogress urill bs
enormously increased by the completion sf
the NorthernPaeifie R. R. and the Oregon
Railtray A Navigation Co.'s systems. This
renders certaina rapid increasein the value
of lAtnds note open to jntrchascor to entry
under the Unitea States iMnd jMtrs.
For Pamphlet*and Mapa descriptiveof tho
country,Its resources, climate, routes oi
travel, rates and full Information,address

AGENTSHS“HS7r:
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last, and I at once began to take

It When

us

much

We

recently overheard a suffererfrom Nervous Debility say of Allen -* Drain Food: "It Is Meat. Drink,

lodging, and a week's washing thrown in." At Druggist* and at Allen’s Pharmacy. 315 First Ave., N. Y.

TOIL

!

is putting his trust in a humbug.’ Nevertheless I perseveredand for the past year
and a half I have been as stout and rugged as

_

true”
Such Is the substance and very nearly the
language of Elder Kite’s narrative Ihose
who read it, and are suffering, may benefit

Take Pleasure

In

Announcing

b&oTOMARK
twain
ON THE MISSISSIPPI.”

rvpjrUt,reveal*

A rich theme, and the richest, raciest volume of all the
Twain series. Characteristic Illustrations. 88.500 <»
crixhpritesto agent*." \ word to the wise Is sufficient."
ARCI1TC Wanted -Outfitsnow reaily.tl. Forpor.
tkuluns address C. B. Beach ft Co Chicago.

NKTTLKTON

bntitlkd “LIFE

AUtnid

H rsm

OF THE REBELLION.

"war neereta"
lubtrnted.thrilllngly
f»r llln«trnteddrrulnr nnd
A CO., 87

rmLisnui). Profusely11.
Hell, very rapidly,8en4
lal term* AddressA. O.
Clark 81, Chicane, UL

DOSS CUP

.

is

CORK-SCREW,

the invalid'* boon and nurse’s

delight

FREEKdTS
Health monthly
r

GIVEN

to those sending
only 4k letter stamp* for* 3 month*’
trial milMcription.The DOHK

CUP

°
°

measures mruratelyone drachm and
prevents mistakes; the cork- screw
i_ prevents brooking corks and knife5 blades;the Health Monthly prevent*
*? human Ills. Address If. HlLL Pua.
(JO.. Box ’•Si, New York City.

For particulars write to

Reed’s Temple of Music,

CHICAGO.

LtfliiM

MAGNETIC
INSOLES.
TKT’HCA.T T
"V X30.
XX XI

The Magnetic Insoles containa aerica of magnets scientificallyirrenged that form minute battnr-

“ue,‘“ •»“

FOR

Generate by their

SECURE

RHEUMATISM,
Neuralgia,Sciatica,

Lumbago? *

Backache, Sorenesi of tho Chut,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily

better, for it is

by his experience, if they will follow his ex-

ample

We

Far Oar
New Beak

ALLAN 1‘INXERTON,
Chief Of tho U. f irretBervico. A
niitory of the
*y»U-m" of ihe U.
Army during tho wi
Compiled from official
It V

I

he

—and much

nay and honorable dischargesprocured. NEW LAWS,
tii'tid stamp for instructions
and bounty table. N. W.
FirzoKUALDft Co., Attorneys,Box 598, Washing ton J)X).

WAWTEPM

AGENTS

u

as to say,

’POOR FELLOW

1

DEriUCiniUC
~EalMOIwlwO

made by incompetent physicians. Take HcovilTs
>r ^ddler'< on any disease, wound or Injury.Par
Blood and liver Syrup for all disordersarisingfrom
impure blood. It is indorsed by leading professional enti, widows and children am entitled.Millions appropriated.Fee $10. Increasepensions,bounty, back
men as well as by eminent physicians«jid others.
tions

told Dr. Wakefieldwhat I was taking, he
gave me a look, half of scorn, half of pity,

Some people object to the practice of feeing waiters,but does not the smiling morn
Co.. Marshall, Mich., tip the hills with gold?

To Men Only

BALM FOIL EVERY WOUND OF
MAN AND BEAST!

ItHEOLDEST&BEST LINIMENT

(This engrtTlnc represents the Longs ta a health*

Vmincr
TUUng men

ever I was in my life. After escaping the
I will send one bottle of White Wine of Tar
attacks of Indians and half a dozen doctors,
Syrup, gratis, to any minister that will re- I was lying at the mercy of a still more dreadcommend it to his irleAds after giving it a lul foe’ that was about giving me the finishfair test, and it proves satisfactory for ing blow, when that great remedy stepped
coughs, colds, throat or lung diseasea
in, slaw my adversary, and placed me firmRespectfully,Dr. C. D. Warner,
ly on my feet once more I havecomReading, Mich.
meuced preaching again; for Hook upon
Sold by all druggist*.
the circumstances and manner of my cure
as a direct interpositionof Providence, and
The truthfulman is a failure in compiling to Providence are ray services duo. That is
•tatistics of gunning and fishing.
my story. I think it is as good as a romance

Are vou Bilious? Try Idle remedy that
cured Mrs. Clement, of Franklin, N. H.—
Hood's Sarsaparilla, made in Lowell, Masa

A

"My little four-yoar-old
girl had a powerful eruption
F°r BuitncM at the Oldest ft Beit
paia The specialistsaid I had a touch of on her face and head. Under her eyes It was regular
,-^7rrCoinraercialCollege. OircuUrfree.
the gravel, caused by use of the alkaline
Address C.Batlim,Dubuque, la.
scalding red and sore, like a burn. Back of her left ear
water of the plains I then began to suffer
we had to shave her hair close to her head. Five or
severe pains in the loins and the small of the
RJIam learnTELK0UAPnThereand
wn will give you a situation.
back, accompaniedwith sudden attacks of nix physiciansand two hospitalsgave up her case as
dizziness,during which I had to sit or lie incurable,save that she might outgrow it. When it Circularsfree. VALENTINEBROS., Janesville, Wls.
down, to avoid falling. I was forced to began to maturate I became alarmed. In three weeks,
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the sores began to heal ; two
abandon
bottles made her eyes as dear as ever. To-day she is
TRAVELING AND PREACHING,
VlllwfcsWutinn For prices.etc.
writs TM AULTMAN ft TAYLOR CO. Mansfield. O.
because I could no longer ride on horseback as well as I am ."
or trust myself out alone. I began to be
JOHN CAREY, 1W D Street, South Boston.
For information and Maps of
seriouslyalarmed, and sought the advice of
Missouri, Kansas Arkansas end
ATTEST : I know John Carey. He is an honest, pond
the most noted physician within reach. He man, whose statementsare worthy of entire credit. I
Texas, write to JOHN E. ENNIS,
40 Clark Si., Cii catfo
said that my frequent horsebackriding had
believe what he says about his child’s sickness.
jolted and jarred me until the old Indian
CLINTON H. COOK, Milk Street. Boston.
wound, which hud injured my kidneys, hail
HOOD’S SARSAI’AKILLA.
become inflamed. He treated me with
Sold by druggists. (1
for Prepared only by
medicinesand electricity also, but gave me
A. L. STOKES,
no permanent benefit My painful symptoms C. I. HOOD & CO.. Apothecaries,Lowell,Muss.
General Laatern Agent,
A $2 SAMPLE FREE I
.k.
all returned. I began to cough, got very
83 Clark Street, Chicago, HI.
$73 to $100 per month, in a pleasantlegitimatebusiLost Fulth in I’liyslcinns.
thin and my legs were disagreeablynumb.
ness, can send for circularund full Instruction*to
Why
Is It that so many persons use proprietary
medI began to despair. At each attempt’to cure,
F. H. WIU JAMS ft CO., 085 Broadway, New York.
my ailments became worse, with new symp- icines, or patent medicines, as they are commonly
called?
Is
it
because
people
lose
faith
In
physicians?
toms. I next consulted a celebratedphysician
—90 best
from the East, who, after thumping and There are innumerable instances where cures have been
examiningme, stated that I was in an ad- effectedby SoovilTs Sarsaparillaor Blood and Liver
vanced stage of consumption, and threat- Syrup for all diseases of the blood, when they hud been
nvxrs nil ft!) rtixm
Wk—
ened with diabetes ana paralysis! He given over by their physicians. It is one of the Imst
kaUkoAbMl*
thought I might possiblyprolong my life for remedies ever offeredto the public, and. as it Is preMl
UndlDR have bean cured. Indeed, eo strong Is mr fait*
,. lMin«
a year or two by seeking a higher and drier pared with tho greatestcare, as a specific for certain
Mtpn«,U,rS
piW.Wi fnsft ym — tr^t wtUi dUrwateM rsatrl *H /snjsj4*H asjAt.| [9r H
wmia VAI.tUBLB TBEATIBBoathU disease,M
climate.This was ray condition when the diseases, it is no wonder that it should be more effectual ei(.,,ump*or lilrrr. L.A.LliMITHStOJtaUA|U.I,aUUB«,Ul. *U,t“r
anveulletor.01v#S*pn>MandF.O.addre«a.
people in your port of the country last saw than hastily-written and carelessly-prepared
D1LT.JL B LOCUM, Ml Feed 8L, New York
prescrip-

turned. At this crisis’a party of Eastern
Corns! Corns!
gentlemen,
ON A RLTFAIA) HUNT,
Tender corns, painful corns, soft corns,
bleeding corns, hard corns, corns of all kinds made my house their headquarters.In the
and of all sizes are alike removed in a few party was a Dr. Wakefield, who informed
days by the use of Putnam's Painless Corn me that I had a bad ease of incurable
Extractor.Never fails U» cure, never causes Bright’s Disease,and gave me a preparation
which might, he said, ease me for a few
pain, never leaves deep i#iots that are more
annoying than the original discomfort. Give weeks or months, but that was the best that
Putnam’s Painless Com Extractor a trial. could be done. Around the bottle was a
Beware of substitutes. Sold by druggists newspaper. Now a newspaper was a rarity
everywhere.Wholesale, Gird, Stouten! >urgh in our home, and I sat in my chair looking it
over when my eye providentially fell upon
A Co., Chieatro.
an article relating a most wonderful cure of
“Time is a good deal like a mule,’’ wrote Bright’s disease— the very malady that was
Johnny in his composition. “It is better to killing me— by the use of Warner's Safe
Kidnev and Liver Cure (of Rochester, N.
be ahead of time than behind time.”
Y.). Convinced that further delay would
be fatal, and everything else failing, the
Indorsed by the Clergy,
next morning I dispatched one of my boys
take
to pleasure
p
in recommending Dr.
to the nearest railrotul station, many miles
Warner’s White Wine of Tar Syrup to the
distant, to obtain a bottle of Safe Cure. The
public, especiallyto any public speaker who
druggist said the demand for the Cure was
may be troubled with* throat or lung dis- so ereat he could not keep it in stock, and
eases.
he had to send to Kansas City for more. It
Rev. M. I* Booiier.
was more than a week before it arrived, and
Pastor Presbyterian Church, Rending, Mich. I was daily getting weaker. But it came at
Rev. J. T. Iddinos, Albion.Mich.
Rev. V. L Jxickwood, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Sold by all druggists.

THOUGH SALT RHEUM

Does not directly imperil life. It is a distressful, vex*tiouH and resolute complaint. Patient endurance of its
numerous very small watery pimples,hot and smarting, requirestrue fortitude.If the dinchargedmatter
sticks, itches, and the scabs leave underneath a reddened surface, the disease has not departed, and
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, in moderate doses, should be

could be depended upon, and me.
he says they are kept by the priests of
‘Then I started for the Rockies, but liked
the Greek church, who, for reasons of this country and settled here. At first the
faith, are most rigid in regard to the change helped me, but about three years
ago the benefit ceased. Then I failed so
exactitude of age of their dead.”- rapidly that I could be out of bed only part
Philadelphia Press.
of each day. All my old symptoms rereports

H

IIBltliHI.

4.

DOGGED FOR YEARS
by a more dangerous unseen enemy that
was ever getting me more completely in his
clutches I was shot by an Indian iti a fight
on the plains, but that wound healed readily
Historians do not agree as to tlio
and gave me but little trouble. After 1 returned to Kansas and commenced preaching date of the landing of the first slaves in
I first began to give way. I had a dull feelAmerica. Mr. Bancroft, whose history
ing, accompanied with a pain in the right
side. Dr. Butler, our family physician,said is regarded by students as standard,
my liver was out of order, caused by the says that in the month of August, 1819,
malaria of the bottoma I had always had a Dutch man-of-war entered the James
an appetitelike an ostrich, but mv digestion
became seriously impaired. While on the river and landed twenty negroes for

reputationby swearing at paper money.
Janies Buchanan’s good looks kept him
in public life half a century, and finally
made him President.Abraham Lincoln’s rail-splittingexperience did much
to originally raise him to the Presidency. Allen G. Thurman made a national
reputationby his use of a red bandana
handkerchief. Tom Ochiltree lias made
a wide reputationby lying.

MILLIONS DCR1NQ S3 TEARS I

“

You know what u rough, noisy fellow I
used to be; and I could stand any hardship.
Why, on a wager, I have knocked down an
ox and a mule with my fist I have fought
ruffians,border outlaws and Indians; bull

his

A FAMILY MEDICINE THAT DA8 HEALED

the floor,” said the Speaker.
By tie faithful nee CONSUITIPTIOX hat
Mr. Lovejoy now arose slowly and been COKED when other reniedlee
majestically. “Mr. Speaker," he said
and Phyelctans have failed
slowly, “I arise for in-for-ma-tion.I
to effect a cure.
wish to ask the gentleman from New
William 0. Diooes, merchantof BowlingOresn.
York a question.”
Vi., writes April
1881, that he wants us to know thu
Mr. Cox— “Let him ask it."
tho Luno Balsam hat mrtd hi* mother of Contump
ffrm, after the physicianhad given her up as Incur*
“I wish,” said Mr. Lovejoy, “to-ask* ave taken ths
I ao afflicted
tbe - gentleman - from - New-York-if - hegive it a trial.
has-got-most-through?”
[Loud laughn.
A. v,uAn».«
Uuaham „ft vu.,
Co. wholoialo dnigjrista,
e, Ohio, write us of the cure of Matmias
ter all over the House, when Dir. Cox
i, a well-known dtiren, who had been afflicted
Bronchitisin Its worst form for twelve year*,
moved an adjournment.]— L7/ Perkins.

manner
making was

i

“By

“Mr. Speaker!”

body; who on his return here, after the
“The gentleman from Illinois!’’ said
rebellion,was converted and baptized by
the Speaker.
Elder Henshall, of the Christian Church at
“1 arise, Mr. Speaker," said Mr.
Petersburg Bottom, and became, a revival
preacher of celebrity all through this section. Lovejoy, “to a question of privilege.”
They will also recall the fuot that, attacked*
“Does the gentleman from New York
with consumption and reduced to a skeleyield
the floor?” asked the Spe,aker, adton, he was obligedto remove to the Rockies
in the hope of saving his life. N’oue thought dressing Mr. Cox.
he would succeed. Lost fall, however,the
“I will yield for a question of inforeditor of this paper met him at the head of
mation and not otherwise,” said Mr.
the Republicanriver, bigger and more robust than ever. “Why, I thought you had Cox.
“I do desire to ask a question for indied of consumptionlong, long ago, Elder?"
“Me? I never had consumption, man! formation,”said Mr. Lovejoy.
though people thought that was what ailed
“Very well, Mr. Speaker," said Mr.
me, and I thought so myself. But the doctors had sent me on a wild-goose chose after Cox. “I yield to the gentleman from

SmTsloftjiefiM

m
fit

.

the

of a public man. Geo. Washington’s
handsome figure did much for him.
Henry of Navarre’s white plume has
caused him to be emembered mote even
than his valor. John Randolph’s
squeaking voice first attracted attention
to him. Martin Van Buren’s gold snuff
l>ox was the instrument of working him
ink) influence. Gen. Jackson’s habit
of violent swearing gave him all the
reputation lie had. Gen. Harrison received the Presidency by living in a log

cabin. Thomas

said:

Indians on the plains and was shot through

,///., Vvorla

or of looks has often been the

lUSTAIS

who was of stalwart build and powerful were all tired. In the middle of the
speech the solemn form of Mr. Lovejoy
physique; who in 1858 led a colony of our
arose, got the eye of the Speaker and
people to Pike’s Peak; who fought the

Peculiarities of Statesmen.

The

How Owen Lovejoy Sqnelched Sam Cox.
The only time 8am Cox was ever
and

ELDER HOSE KITE.

The Richmond, Va.t State writes: “ExMayor J. A. Gentry, Manchester, this

Pains,
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an agreeablewarmth and Insureagainst COLD FEET.

PERFECT CIRCULATION

FEET AND LOWER EXTREMI1

IN THE

IE8.

Cure Chilblainsand remove all unnatural heat, perspiration, swellingand tendernessof the Feet
rnd Ankles. Prove nt, relieve, and. in some cases, (TRK RHEUMATISM,NLURALU1A and kindred
uittcaacN. In all forms of Chronic and Nervous Disc a/e and Debility are Invaluable.

me

Million

Prominent Residentsof the West wesrbig them. InsolM for isle by

all

Lndlng Druggists.
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Arc now writhingin Disease,

all

of whom date the contractionof their
catchingof ao Id from
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OK.

different from the

COLD FKF.X.

“Keep (he Wt tea nit and the head eool ” la an axiom aa old as the hills,and yet it la at true to-day
as at any point In the world’s history.
Insoles sent postpaidon receipt of 91 per pair. To families, 0 pairs for (5. State size wanted and
whether for lady or genUcman. Agents wanted to every town. Bend for the ” New Departure in
*’

UeaUng and Physics]Culture,containing testimonialsof marvelous euro* obtained from wearing
-

tooth, Car and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Cars, and all other
Pains and Aches,
Mo Preparation on earth equal* fir. Jacom Oil,
av a safe, sure, simple eLd cheap BxUrnal
Remedy A trial entail* bnt the oomparatirsly
trifling outlay of
with pain can have

MAUNET1CACTION

Cent!, and every one suffering
cheap and poaiUvt proof of its

claim*.

MAGNETIC APPUANCKH,without the Taking of Drugs

and Medicines,sent to any address.
Send SlO.bOm drot/I or currency,in Uuer at imr risk. /or ht<Her or Gents' But and Pair of
Insoles.Bend * te of tralstand number of shoe usuallyteam. No LAME BACK, KIDNMV AGUE,
NKH VOU BN EBB OR RHEUM A T1BM when they are worn.

DON’T FOROET-OfflcsMagnetic ApplianceCo. le

at

Nt. 218 State St., corner Quincy,Chicago. 111.

Is nnfailing and inf
falbble in curing Eptle
Fits. Spasms,Con
sions, St. Vitos' Dance,
Alooholism.Oplum Eat-
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,
VoltaicBelts and Electric Appliances on trial
Pure Cod-LiverOil, made from selected
ine. Seminal Wesknes*.
Direction*ia Eleven Language*. *
for thirty days to men (young or old) who livers on the sea-shore,by Cab well, Hazard
Impo toner, Scrofula,
N
are afflicted with nervous debility,lost vi- A Co., New York. It is absolutely pure and
bold BY ILL DBUQQIBT8 AID DEALEB8
and all Nervous and
Blood Diseases. To
tality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing sweet Patients who have once taken it
II MEDICINE.
speedy and complete restoration of health prefer it to all others. Physicians have deA.
CO.,
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.— cided it superior to any or the other oils in
Baltimore, Md., XT. 8. A,
No risk is incurred, os thirty days’ trial Is al- market
lowed.
Ladies or gents out of work furnishedwith $72
*Addre * T *U>tXg CO1 A "^ta, Mai*1*
Petrolia, Pa, Jan. 5, 1879.
t
steady, lucrative employment at home. Bend
Established, 1*12; Incorporated.
Messrs. Kennedy A Co.— My hair Is grow3-cent stamp, for particulars,to Agents’Fur1«W.
FortheCuroof Cancers,
quire a nerve tonic, aping out so fast that I can almost see it nishing Co., P. 0. Box No. 10116, Topeka, Kan.
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growing myself, through the use of your
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Disxaim. without tb*
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MEDICAL
CO„
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LADIES AND HISSES’ HOODS

BT HON. JOHN B. FINCH.

N

“You

Call another.

atateO that prohibi-

Nice Satin Crown Hoods, price

tion in Kanaaa ii a failure; what do you

know

about it?”

“Who

told Dick Jones?"

Smith.”

“Who

5

7

cents; Child’s Hoods, price 25 cents, will be sold for 20 cents.

•

told Bill Smith?”

know.”

“Don’t

The

Good Hoods,

price $1.50, will be sold for $1.25; Hoods of $1.00, will be sold for

“Dick Jones told me ao
“Bill

$2, will be sold for $1.50;

LADIES’ CLOAKS

.

prohibitioniats now call United

ACT AS A

States Senator Frye, ot Maine.

HEART CORRECTOR

“Mr. Frye, where do you live?”
“In Maine.”
“Are you acquainted with

AND DOLMANS.

Large assortment which will be sold

AM bydMi

at a large discount for cash.

different parts

of the state?”

am.”
“Are you familar with

“I

CoMt, khiwirtf,
AkMts, Urinary Dht the Spleen,

your courts?”

am."

“I

“Tell

how the prohibitory law

the jury

rHM.um. n™

“I can, and do from my

own

sumption of intoxicating liquors in Maine
not to-day one fourth so great as it

was

iA.

HAN

be greatly reduced in price.

the sale and use have

state,

almost entirely ceased; and that the law
itself, under a vigorous

enforcement of

These bargains are for Thirty days only.

its

provisions, has created a temperance sentiment which is marvelous,and to

my

opposition is powerless. In

E. T.

which

opinion,

our remarkable temperancereform of
day

Call Hon. Hannibal Hamlin.

Mr. Hamlin

is

IN

asked the questions which

concur in

Frye.

made by Mr.

the statements

Of the great good produced by the

prohibitory liquor law of Maine,

who

can doubt

THE

H.

WYKHUYSEN
•dealer In-

AND'

no man

has seen its results.

NEW

GROCERY

qualify him as a witness, and testifies:
“I

uoLLAirn, mich.

to-

the legitimatechild of law.”

is

be sold at greatly reduced prices.

will

A large stock of Artie Overshoes, and numerous other articles will

*HO 10 UN ACQUAINT10 WITH TMl OlOONANMY OT TNI* COUNTRY WILL Mt RV tXAWHINQ TMl* MAR THAT TMC

twenty years ago; that in the country por-

of the

Clothing

« i.

full line of

observa-

tion unhesitatingly affirm that the con*

tions

A nice assortment of Beaver and other overcoats, and a

hnvU to It ky Nr.HWATHR A SON. Plilofchkit,h.
ASK 1 Ot B DRnOOIST FOR TERM. t

has aflectedyour State.”

is

!

!

the practice in

DR1Y GOODS

It

has been of immense value.”

S

TORE

Call James Q. Blaine.

He

qualifiedas

is

a

witness, and testi-

C.STEKETEE &BOS,

fies:

“The

of Maine are industrious
and provident, and wise laws have aided CHICAGO, ROC!USUIiD& PACIFIC ITT
the attentionof traveler*to the central po*ithem. They are sober, earnest and thrif- Call*
tion of it* line, connecting the Eaat and the weat
by the shortrat route,and carnringpaaaengera,
ty. Intemperance has steadily decreased without change of oare. betweenChicago and Kanpeople

in the State since the first

prohibitorylaw,

until

enactment of the

now

it can be said

number
of people in the Anglo-Saxon world,
among the six hundred and fifty thousand
with truth that there is no equal

inhabitants of Maine.”

>

aaa City, Council Bluffa, Leavenworth,Atohlaon,
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul. It connect* in Union
Depots with all the principal lines of road between
the Atlantio and the Pacific Oceana. IU equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composod
of Moat Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coachea,
Magnificent Horton Beolining Chatr Car*. Pullman's Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cara, and the Beat
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Misaonri River Points. Two
Train* betweenChicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

t

(To be Continued).

Many

lose their

Trains.

Hair Balsam

falling or fading. Parker’s

supplies necessary nourishment, prevents
falling and grayness and is

an

Alioa very large and assorted stock of

DRY GOODS PRINCIPAL+UNE
Which wc mend
hie

„

Tic<etefor tale at all principal Ticket Offices in
United State* and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer less advao-

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

the

C.

Hollahd, Oct.

12th.

STEKETEE A

1880.

BOS.

.

86-ly

^for detailedinformation,got the Maps and Folders of

the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At

A
“My

Big Success.

bed two years with a
complicationof disorders her physicians
could not cure, when I was led to try
Parker's Ginger Tonic. It was a big success. Thrfolwmles cured her, at a cost
of a dollar and fifty cents and she is now
as strong as any woman.— R. D., Buffalo.

OaBU!,
ST.JOHN,
OulMVr.

They had been m

CHICAGO.

after the

Home

new

squelching every spark of love in his
Swayn’s Ointment

brought niatter% round nil right again, an

now

1

a happier couple does not exist under

the sun.

Tne new Tricycle.

it is

said.

It is quite

an

Blood

to beat

the

PittelUld(Atas*.) KaqU.

rale at

years have been

a

in-

severe sufferer

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM.
The

Best,

Cleanestand

SfffilE

)ressbg.
lerer Falls to Bestore
B youthfulcolor to grey
50c and $i sixes at

from paius in die back. Tried various applications. One bottle of Thomas’ Eclec-

IIhhIh

me. Cured others
quick.” Mrs. Beuning of 14th St

trie Oil entirely cured

equally

A

\[(30 UNION SQUARE.

MEW YORK

)

cmcAG?6feMASS.

been when their worthlessnesswas discovered. Hurdock Bloiod Bittershave rethus establishing their merit

beyond

For.

'

**

FURNITURE

Let us tell you what Dr. Thomas’ Eclec

eood for.

matism and
burn,

bite,

It is death

neuralgia.

.

or pain, nnd

It will cure a
i*

HOLLA

to rheu-

equally good

CCRIT1
£ l\b I
1-10

for apr.iiiis.

XI),

r O C
4 Sr€ Gi

Lo-.eUuiig

COFFINS
4

MICH.

E?

t,ld I»*p«id-TH1

El BKVAULV 1>l']MJD
vc*k too//* »r. In me or inn eling
Tl.u llcvarij Co., Chlutgu

UW.

to jist;.1 Sit jut

ft

Miller

ME A

GIVE

Holland, Mich., July

20,

CALL.

H. WYKHUYSEN.
1882.

24-lr

THE MILLER BROS. CUTLERY CO
MEniDEX, coxx.

HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP
BERKSHIRE SWINE.

Bucher,

Will

Co.,

Illikou.

people are always on the lockout
for change* to incruse their
earnings, and in time become
wealthy;ihose who do not Im

wise

great chance to make money. We want manv
men. women, boys and girls to work for us In their
own localities. Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wage*. Expensiveoutfits
furnished free. No one wbo engagesfalls to make
money rapidly. You can devote your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. Full in
ffirmutlnvi
anrl all
*11 that
thm* is
Im fiAMPfl
frna* Address
AHrlromi
formation and
needed a*nt
sent free.
CO., Portland, Maine.

you are wasting away from age, tfisstpadoa or
weakness and require a stimulant take
Gingir Tonic at once: it will invigorateand build
you up from the first dos* bnt will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives it may save yours.
HIRCOX k CO., IU WilliamSL. N*w York. Me. ani
If

any disease or

oq.

dollar

ilut, at

all d«l,r* ia

iiMdiria.k

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

all

tiylciof

STEEL PENS.

cut of tent Adjustable Qu
Action Reservoir Fr
“The AcmOi" and will mail .ample groiion receipt of

We .how

111

nyOur whole line of Pen* will be
ay

*old bv the trade,
Price Lift* furnlihed to dealer* on application.

Young Men and Women will not only save money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Kanids Business College, where they will
receive a Thorough, Quickening,Practical education. Send for College
85-3m.

Journal.

Kremers & Bangs,
---

dealers in-

Drugs, Medicines,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

42-ly

will

mmictums
For

i

cacoMPr

Having purchased the

Rbtumalism.SUdneym

Cinch Tonic

Uako

“good will” of

T

you cu be cured by Paucu's

Ladles’ Scissors ami Ink Erasers.

prove their opportunitiesremain tn poverty. We offer a

you mt ft lawyer,ministeror businessmm cm
‘by mental strain or minus cans do not
toxicanagstimnlaMa. hM MO PaucuTs

you art troubiod with any
bowels, blood or nenres

STANDARD POCKET CUTLECY

Co.,

If you area mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork,or a mother run down by family or household duties by Pakkek’s Gwgm Tonic

If you have
Urinary “

DRALRRI IN

it Good

traveling a

luxury, Instead

liV

STINSON A

IfinfaaHy

Meyers. Brouwer ft Co.

dis-

pute.

trie Oil is

A'S?*

GINGERTONIC
If

ceived unbounded praises from the sick,

li

fra-

•SEWING MACHINE CO-

Been Set Upon.

public as thousands of medicines have

What

CrltgM.

aa4 •scm41**Iy

PARKER’S

Buffalo, wrote this.

Would Have

MW

GS

,

Had not Burdock Blood Bittersbeen a
remedy of unquestionable merit tb y
would have been set down upon by the

And

office*In

HI-

most EconomicalHair

“For

all

Clocks,

sold below Gland Rapids prices.

Slone in the Bladder 1* a very dungernnsailment ; the U. 8. aud
bin many mt*t remarkablecure* have of late been Canada.
wronght by ••Kennedy’* Favorite Kemrdy”-the
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Kondont.N. Y. An^^y^alioat Ratr* of
other sinking c**c 1* now addi d to the list. Mr.
Far--. Sleeping 1 ara,
Peter Lawler of Dalton. Mb**., state* In a letter
err eln erfu lv irlven
*
tn Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubledwith
T.
i
PERCEVAL
LOWELL,
blndder complaintfor 14 yeur*. and had consulted
at differenttime* seven physician*: hut nothing Id Vice Free' t it Oen'l Manage*, Oen. Pass. Agt.,
CliicntCH.
Chicago, 11L
beyond temporaryallayment of the pain had been
worked. Toward* the end ol last January Mr.
L iwler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
doctor ‘•struckstone.” Me decided that Mr. Lawler should Hrst try the “Favorite Hemedy," so as.
if possible,to avoid an operation. And here is the
remarkableresult: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like io
see Ihe stone* I will seud them to you.” This letter bears date "Dalton. Ma**., Feb. 6th,’' and is
signed "Peter Lawler.” The stones, which are so
large as to warrantfor “Kennedy'* Favorite Remody" the c'alm that Itris the most successful spec He for S'one yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kenney’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawle also
state* that the “Favorite Remedy” at the same
time cured him ot a stubom case of Rheuma ism ;
and It ia a fact that in all effection*arising out ol
disorder ofthe liver or urinary organ* It i* a search.
Ing remedy and works marvellousbenefits. It is
In Itself almost a medicinechest. Order It of your
BtXIDXU AND lUPOBTXBS Of
druggist. Price $1.00 n bottle.

all.

Helped her Ont-

KANSAS CITY No trouble to show goods.
Watches and

inveh-

the

Bitters, which will carry

*

*3

tim hut does not compare with Burdock
v-tlld along the road to health

travel.

T. L.

This machine is propelled by steam,
an 1 will curry two people twenty miles in
an hour,

claasc* of

S

honeymoon. Itching Piles took

of

for

'"/^tSSfe^belng
^^Sf^^ThrouohCir

POTTER.

a firm hold of the naturally kind husband

heart. A single box

Route ha* nu inperlorfor Albert
I keep a full line of Spectacles, which arc the
St. Paul.
Untver»al-’^^^Jgj^_^ Nationally reputed a* best iu the market.
y conceded
the Gritt
In* the best equipped
Railroad In the World
Line Prompt attention given to repairing.

S^^Lea. Mlnne»polliand

of Stone in the Bind- Through
Ticketsvia thlJ
her— Large Stones Removed by KenCelebrated Line foi
nedy’s Favorite Remedy.

From

etc., etc.

Till*

MarvellousCare

COMPETITORS

ABOVE ALL

years—

s-'me cau<e for this state of affairs so soon

ESCAPE.

»T£Rof the!

about two

«rricd only

Mr. and Mrs. Podgkins, I mean.
“Oh!” exc ai ned the true hearted woman,
“he is just as crons as a bear!” meaning
her husband of course. Reader, there was

NARROW
°{,m*

JJGHTBUNNINg

Cross as a Bear.

Jewelry,

all

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or address
4.
E.
ViM-fres. g
Oen'l TkL A Pa»«. Agt.

wife was in

Watches, Clocks,

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

elegant

dressing.

%

to keep as complete as possl
I test and besi made fabrics

embracing all the

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

Direct Line, via Sencoa and Kankakee, has recently been opened betweenRichmond,
N orfoik, N ewport N ewa, Chattanooga, Atlanta.Augusta. Nashville.Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and Intermediate points.
All Through Paaaengera Travel on Fast Express

beauty from the hair

Etc., Ltc.

New and

A

A Loss Prevented.

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshestand Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,

T.

entire stock and

E. Annia

&

Co.,

endeavor to merit, by fair treatment

and honeat competition,a share

pact mtftlofou,frw.
address, H. C. TUHISOM.
II

w«

of the

patronageof thia public.

Cincinnati,O., N. T. City,
jMkaouTtn*, m., Otnah*, Neb.

Physicians Prescriptions carefully

SENT

FREE“W

IJKVLULVIlUDOKT
TBI
<;aBH per woi-k to all, lit Ik moor raveling,
auu.clbing IH-W. AildlltoS,The Iwvertvrv-

Compounded.
KREMERS & BANGS.

I

1

Holland,

Mich., April 19th. 11-lv

4

